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Can be used ANYWHERE ~ Appeals to EVERYBODY
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Keen radio buyers immediately recognize the sales appeal of this
sensational new type of radio. It opens up vast new sales possibilities
because it can be used in so many ways by so many different types of
people.
^,e extIlt"s',e case '8 designed to liannonize with any surroundings.
Bu'lt of the highest quality burl walnut veneers, with the finest marqUetry in]ay
*—perfectly finished in every detail.
The chassis—designed
with the precision
of a fine Swiss time-piece—
0
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utilizes entirely new principles, making for excellent tone and performance in this amazingly compact set. Uses the latest 6-volt tubes—1-336.
1-337, 1-338, 1-339.

KhMEMBER—on ihis S<;l ... as well at; on alt Emeivon mereliandise . . . you as a dealer are assured of a SUBSTANTIAL
PROFIT MARGIN. Tills is no "come-on". It is a real value,
carrying full discount.
DEALERS and JOBBERS—rush vour order—deliveries begin
at once. TAKE ADVANTAGE' OF THE TREMENDOUS
HOLIDAY BUSINESS THAT IS POSSIBLE WITH THE
EMERSON UNIVERSAL COMPACT.
EMERSON presents the most complete LOW PRICED, HIGH QUALITY,
FULL PROFIT Line of Midget Radio Sets and Chassis—consisting of Four,
Five, Seven and Ten-Tube Models . . , A.C, and D,C. . . . TRF and
Superheterodyne Circuits . - . and Models embodying such outstanding
features as "Class B" Amplification—Shadowgraph Tuning—Automatic

Volume Control-—N'oise Suppressor—Twin Speakers . . . embracing a
variety of styles and designs in Cabinets—Compact, Gothic, Radio-Chest type.
Other EMERSON MODELS ranging in list price from
*1675 to *3950
All Models complete with Cunningham Tubes—
R.C.A. Licensed.
•
for the Export Trade—Special Models designed to operate
on Wave Lengths from 75 to 550 Meters and 200 to 2,000
Meters.
Write for our Catalog and full particulars

EMERSON
641 SIXTH AVENUE

RADIO

& PHONOGRAPH
(Telephone: WAtkim 9-2264)

CORPORATION
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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There is nothing finer than
a Stromberg-Carhoa''

LACKS-

TT^ VERY dealer has felt
M J the lack of "repeat"
business in radio. Tubes
and repair work help,but
not enough.

Here is the only thing in radio with real
"repeat" — Stromberg-Carlson TELEKTOR. It is a complete audio program
system. You start a customer by selling
him a TELEKTOR Radio; then he becomes an immediate prospect for the
Motor Unit and Control Box—this gives
him the beginning of a TELEKTOR
system and he gradually extends the
system to various rooms in his house
through the purchase of additional
Reproducers and Control Boxes.
And TELEKTOR is so fascinating . . .
its lure is so great . . . that it becomes
the most powerful help a salesman can
have to raise his prospect up not only
to one profitable sale, but a series of
profitable sales.
STROMBKRO-CARLSON TKI.ICPHONE MFC!. €0.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

MAKERS OF VOICE TRANSMISSION AND VOICE RECEPTION APPARATUS! FOR MORE THAN TMiRTY-FlVE YEARS
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Listen

to

this

New

*123.00
LIST PRICE

Late News Flash
on RE-80
Get these features... 8-tube full
superheterodyne, with new type
Radiotrons, automatic volume
control, tone control, noise suppressor, extended tuning range
and reception of signals down to
540 kilocycles, increased musical
range on phonograph side, spring
mounted metallic motor board
and ball-bearing two-speed turntable. The phonograph volume
control and radio record switch
are combined in a single unit
mounted on the radio instrument
panel and has automatic compensation in the phonograph circuit.

A\v
T='T ilk
HIS MAS7£R S VaiCt
RCA Victor

Radio Rcloiling, December, 1932

Combination

everything in

Set!

music... better tone

than

ewer...and at an unhdievably knv price...
that's the short, sweet story on this new
RCA

Victor

RE-80

Radio-Phonograph

We announce a new addition
to the family...
RE-80 Radio-Phonograph!
It's got everything the high
priced sets have... tone, power,
range and cabinet beauty!
It offers either radio or record music! It's got every other
radio—in or out of its price
class—stopped! Yet is listed at
only $123.00!
See and hear this new RE-80
at your distributor's right away.
It's exactly the kind of a set your
trade wants for holiday sales.
RCA Victor Co., Inc.
"Radio Headquarters"
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

Radios
Phonograph Combinations
Victor Records
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WINDOW-DISPLAY CONTEST

■'

0

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
* 2

5

0.0

0

SECOND PRIZE WINNER

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.
510 Locust Street
Des Moines, Iowa

0.00

THIRD PRIZE WINNER
ROY'S BROADWAY AUTO
SERVICE
3244 Broadway, Rockford, Illinois

EARL MARKS
427 Union Avenue, N.
Portland, Oregon
THERE were exactly two hundred and thirty-five
other prizes, ranging from $50 to $10, the winners
of which have been notified of their good fortune.
Judges were: Maurice Clements, Manager, Radio
Retailing; Carl L. Bixby, Editor, Advertising
Displays; Frederick L. Wertz, President, Window
Advertising, Inc.
The National Carbon Company, Inc., manufacturers of Eveready Four-pillar Tubes, congratulate all who took part in the contest, and thank
every entrant for the lively interest shown.

EVEREADY

4-PILLAR

*15

There are prizes in profits to be won every day
in the year by the dealer who handles Eveready
Four-pillar Tubes. The four-pillar principle is
exclusive with Eveready Raytheons, and is the
difference between sure and insecure accuracy in
the vital elements of a radio tube.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
General Offices: New York, N. Y.
Branches:
Chicago
New York
San Francisco
Unit of
and Carbon
Union Carbide
Corporation

RAYTHEON

RADIO

TUBES
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THE LENG1HENED WAVE BAND OF THE NEW ZENITH
PIRMIES TUNING 121 CHANNELS INSTEAD of the ORDINARY 95
j^TOT only everything that your
customers expect in a modern
radio today ... but improvements

that anticipate tomorrow's developments! That's what the new 1933
Zenith offers.

,T
to
„ .
^
x
NEW MODELS . . . $49.95 to

MODEL 245 . . . howesl price ever
for Zenith nutamalie tuning- Only
$102.50
(Complete with /.enith gnalsm-sVfr.sf:-.
ily lubes . . .r&
lax paid)
tx —•

,

MODEL
450 ..a. radio
Neverequal
beforelo have
410 .. . New 7-l'rong
you
been offered
this MODELevery
modern improvement
new _ Zenith . . . Only hi
$166 x
(toilJi Tubes,
. and only $105
(lax paid . . . commsXiMT
Zenith gualUy lubes . . . lax paid) •. .•«:is
plete with Zenith
quality lubes)
ONLY IN THE NEW ALL-STAR ZENITH LINE
CAN YOU
LINE CAN
YOU
GET ALL THESE FEATURES . . :i . .
Automatic
Belween-Station
^.
.
-A: Noise
lielween-Stalion
*■ki New 7-Prong Power Tubes
★k Visual
Treble
Suppressor
Treblo Tone Adjuster
Noise Suppressor
■k
Tuning
. . , just ★
* Automatic
1""
ins
...
Visual
Volume
Control
★
Advanced
Superheterodv
lie
Superheterodyne
prebb a button—there
Circuit
press
button—there'ss your ★
k Catenary
Catenary Tone-Volume
Tone-Volume
Circuit
.k station
.
Equalizer
★
Chassis
floating
in
live
rubber
1
Longer„Wave Band
.U,. police
★ Twin
Dynamic Speakers
Speakers
a musical ear,
hn.
r . station
- ^ ★
Twin Dash
Dynamic
* Tone
car. not a
calls—new
cabs-new
CCanadian
anad.an
*
Rsculchc.n
"radiofor
car"
k Auto
Anlo
Type Logging
Escutcheon
ear"
k Shadowgraph
ac owgraph Tuning
*•
Inill Circle 8-Inch
Dial ★ Dominant
beauty in
in cabinets
cabinets
★ Full
Dominant beauty

For example, the lengthened wave
band that runs from 540 to 1750
kilocycles rather than from the
ordinary 550 to 1500 kilocycles.
8«»esacSeiwW21 broadcastchan-

In tKw of
,f comin
■hat
S'
radio bu er toda
should

y

y

10

consider

a set unle
ss it covers radio frequencies from 540 to 1750 kilocycles.
rSell
n your Customers
.
•
i
a SCt that
does.
<r.Sell
n them
i
i
the
easyJ Selling nCW
„ . .
.
UUI
Zenith. Get in touch with 7VOUr
Zenith distributor immediately.

if
RADIO
A CHALLENGE . . . We challenge anyone to name a single demonstrable improvement in radio which is not
found in the new Zenith 1953 line; and we Jurther challenge anyone to name another radio line which contains all the
improvements jo and in the new Zenith 1935 line
Export Dep't 3620 Iron Street, Chicago
U.S.A. Cable Address—"ZENITHRAD"
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OR

Merchandisinx;

TEMPORARY

STUNTS?

Every tube merchant today is faced with a choice
between two methods of doing business. One leads to
steady, legitimate profit—the other to continuous confusion.
WHERE DO

YOU STAND?

Radio tubes represent an important repeat business. This
business should be profitable. It has not been—due solely to
the chaotic condition of prices and price cutting which has
characterized the tube industry for the past few years.
To correct this situation—insofar as one important factor
in the industry could do so—Tung-Sol put into effect its Consignment Plan of radio tube merchandising. This particular
plan was adopted because it is the onty plan which gives the
manufacturer full control over his product until it reaches the
consumer's hands.
Today there are 7,500 Tung-Sol agents operating under
this plan throughout the country. Applications for several
thousand more agencies are now under consideration.
In every case the Tung-Sol agent has registered complete
satisfaction. As was expected, the plan has operated to stabilize retail prices, maintain legitimate profit, create consumer
confidence in the price structure, and most important of all,
to encourage merchandising on sound principles and to distract attention from all sorts of temporary stunts, designed to
produce momentary volume at the expense of ultimate profit.
Tung-Sol invites you to consider your tube business in the
light of the successful experience of 7,500 Tung-Sol agents,
whose books will show a good profit on tube sales this year.
Will yours show a profit that will satisfy you? If not, now
is the time to turn to sound merchandising and forget "expediency merchandising"!
After all, it's the profit you make—not the volume of cut
price business you transact (at little or no profit) that counts!
Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Charlolle
Chicago
Cleveland
liallas
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
New Y orlt
St. Paul

TUNG-SOL

RADIO TUBES, INC,

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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Decree

Should

benefit

ALL

UT of the mists of the legal verbiage of
the "consent decree," handed down in the R.C.A. case, there is
coming a realization that the radio industry as a whole
will be the gainer under the new conditions the decree sets up.
Indeed, the court's action already has had the effect of clearing
the atmosphere, and should eventually clean up trade practices which
have held back radio prosperity.
Under the decree uncertainty is immediately ended and the
operating status of the Radio Corporation is legally defined as little
different from before, except in its ownership aspects. Applicants
for licenses under radio patents may now apply cither to R.C.A.
or to the individual owners of the patents. No obligation attaches
to any of the owners to grant the use of patents except to licensees
deemed desirable.
But owners of radio patents will now be free to proceed against
infringers, and to bring them to terms. Action along these lines
may be expected to get underway shortly, and will have a salutary
effect on unlicensed manufacturers who have been pulling down
both quality and price levels to unprecedented lows. These irresponsibles have long been the thorns in the sides of responsible manufacturers doing a legitimate.business and the blight of their unauthorized production has been felt throughout the whole radio
trade. Now such conditions can be cleaned up.
IV^IeAN WHILE through its licensees'
clearing-house the patent owning group has an opportunity to advise
its licensees not only on technical matters but for mutual development
of sound business principles. Too often radio manufacturers have
planned their new lines without profit—and have expected the same
principle to apply to the distribution of their products—with the disastrous results known to all.
Stabilization for the radio business is the great net gain that
should come out of the consent decree. And the new set-up should
free radio executives on all sides from legal worries and defensive
complexes, leaving them to build constructively along technical and
business lines toward radio's brighter future.

H

in

Boss Harold Smith supervises set
sales in the store at 18 th and
Columbia Road, 'H. IV.
RADIO

B _JrUBLIC ADDRESS kept me in business last
l|
year." This statement by the president of the
*
Radio Merchant's Association, of Washington,
D. C.—a man whose radio sales grossed $396(0(X) in
1928; who has installed and serviced sets for such international figures as Wilson, Coolidge, Hoover, Davis,
Mellon and Dawes—is indeed startling. .For while
Harold S. Smith's is not the largest store in the Capitol
city it has been one of the most active since 1923, is
happily managed, and more firmly intrenched than many.
Let's see what happened; Despite increased effort,
volume downed sharply in 1929 from the preceding peak
year in which new, electrified sets bloated the market.
In 1930 sales receded still further and then, in 1931, the
operation experienced Its first actual loss when it optimistically budgeted for $150,000 gross and fell $35,000
short. This, following a two-year siege of lean pickings,
would have been a serious blow had it not been for a
clear $6,000 profit realized on $16,000 worth of public
address business booked during the same period.
The danger has now passed. For Smith has trimmed
his operating costs to a low level which insures a profit
on the $100,000 radio and public address business he
will do this year. He has learned that elephantine volume
does not always mean profit; nor modest volume, loss.
And he is properly grateful to P.A. for aid rendered
when it was sorely needed. It came through with unlooked-for gross, unsuspected net. And so, in the concern's handling of this commodity, there is a story.
By W. MacDonald
so

Smith's

$115,000

radio

year. ..But his public ad$16,000,

netted

$6,000,

Four years ago a friend opened the then new Hoover
Airport, asked if Smith could supply a radio with a
powerful public address amplifier. Smith could, and did,
buying Samson equipment (in which he has since specialized) especially for this rental. The amplifier was
subsequently used around town in connection with other
affairs but was looked upon at the time as a relatively
unimportant sideline.
Then Smith had an idea. There were, he realized,
many annual
fairs
festivals
pageants
carnivals and
race meets
out in the. rural districts of Maryland, the Virginias and
Carolinas. their permanent secretaries usually being hard
put to it to provide sustaining entertainment at reasonable cost. Why, he thought, was it not practicable to
specialize in the rental of coniplete entertainment equipment to these'community functions? Action followed.
In the spring of the year this man succeeded in closing
contracts with 28 out-of-town organizations to supply
Radio Retailing, December, 1932
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equipment, even in the shadoxu of
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equipment at from $300 to $500 per four-day stand, the
fee depending upon the nature of service required.
A public address department was formed, incorporated
as "National Public Address Systems, Inc./' with headquarters in the radio store at 18th and Columbia Roads,
N.W. $12,000 was invested in two trucks equipped with
portable amplifiers, speakers, movie projectors, radio
timers and even floodlights. Nothing was permanently
fastened to the trucks, which were merely intended for
use as transportation. On August 15 Hugh Clayton,
with a helper, took one truck south while Norn's, another serviceman, who assigned a helper, drove the
other west. Following a pre-arranged schedule the two
went from fair to fair fulfilling contracts, without any
intermediate breaks. It was: One day to set up, four to
operate, one to take down and one to travel. Clayton
and Norris remained in the field, reporting to the office
only by mail, until November 5, when they'returned to
Washington.
They had successfully concluded their first "Fair
Route."
No attempt was made to commit fair secretaries to return engagements while actually on the ground, although

this would obviously have been cheaper, as it was felt
that business conditions might necessitate different prices,
schedules.
Upon returning to the city the two helpers were put on
radio service, swelling the staff to 7, while Clayton went
about selling permanent P. A. jobs and rentals throughout
the city and Norris tackled radio sales. Next spring
Clayton again made the rounds of the secretaries and
was delighted to find that almost without exception they
re-engaged the equipment. There were, in fact, additional requests for service which could not be met.
Again, in 1931 the Fair Route was resumed, the service
being re-sold in the spring and the trucks have just returned from a 1932 swing which was particularly successful.
Permanent job sales in and around Washington resulted from constant winter pounding so that today the
concern boasts not only Fair Route rentals but also such
major, permanent installations as those in the new Central High School, Congressional Country Club, Gallinger
Hospital, Glen Echo Park, Mayflower Hotel, Rialto
Theatre, International Hall and the Hibbs Memorial,
billings running as high as $2,500. Many smaller sales
have been made as well and one, in particular, stands out
in Smith's mind as proof that these should not be neglected, He sold a corn-plaster salesman a $250 portable
unit and the man reported a 30 per cent sales increase on
the first day of use in a drugstore window.
Sales and rentals now approximately split the total
P.A. volume.
Because many fairs occur on the same dates the concern early considered buying an additional truck but
11
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this was voted clown, however, as investigation proved
that it would not be possible to secure the unbroken
train of engagements for the third unit that had made
the first two so extremely profitable to operate. Knowing

$3,000 to invest in a suitable truck and really good reproducing equipment.
"To get something out of this business you must put
something into it," is a phrase well worth repetition.
Does a Quality Radio Business

Smith Says:
If

you

are thinking of

selling

X>.A.

.

.

.

Don't try if if you arc broke . . . this is no business to start on a shoestring.
Don't expect it to work wonders . . . unless
you arc really willing to work.
Departmentalize the activity ... it is a major
sales job, not a sideline.
Don't save money on equipment . . . one pour
job will ruin your chances.

when to refrain from expanding is, the management
sagely remarks, equally as important as knowing when
to expand.
Now, in order to correct any impression that the public address business is all milk and honey, let it be said
that Smith's business does not by any means come in of
its own accord, although the concern has evidently discovered a rental market which was not adequately covered by local concerns. Clayton continuously pounds,
devoting his entire time to the business. And, Smith
believes, complete departmentalization is essential to
volume, which accounts for his breaking the activity
away from radio even to the extent of incorporating it
under another name.
There are, furthermore, already too many dealers in
the field on a "shoestring," he contends, pointing out that
the use of inferior equipment by such dealers does much
to hold back the growth of the business; that one unsatisfactory job kills a new man's chances. High-standard
competition will be welcomed, is actually helpful in promoting this relatively young business, but no dealer
should attempt to enter it, Smith warns, with less than

Two

Half Loaves

"TN THKSF times, owners of radio sets will pa}' $3
A for service twice at intervals of say three months,
more readily than they will pay $6 for service once,"
declares Seth M. Wright, proprietor of the Radio Repair
Shop, located in the sunny town of San Bernardino,
California.
"My business is prosperous because I recognize that
two half loaf sales are better than no loaf at all.
There are many instances where I am called t# check
a set and find that one or two tubes must be replaced
immediately and one or two must be replaced within a
few weeks or months. Theoretically I should replace all
tubes and present a bill for a large amount. But, if I
were to tell the customer that the nearly defective tubes
12

An outline of the company's radio business is essentially a part of this picture. Briefly, the store handles
Sparton and Bosch receivers, now has 3 full-time servicemen (exclusive of the two P.A. truck helpers) and attributes 70 per cent of its sales directly to the activity of
these men. The remaining volume is split between floor
sales and business resulting from the outside work of
Norris. Leads from old customers are considered particularly important.
The store does a quality business in an above-average
residential district.
Sunbeam mixers, Hammond electric clocks, Westinghouse minor appliances and Leonard refrigerators help
store traffic. The company never turns up its nose at a
service job, claiming many to be more profitable than
cheap set sales. It has cut overhead to 26 per cent and,
curiously, lias never sold a new set for less than $39.50,
moving trade-ins at a profit to people who want "buys."
Smith feels that he has had the "breaks" in his public
address endeavor; that what has proven to be his "meat"
might well be another's "poison." Washington, he comments, is a politically-minded city in which there is a
greater need for sound amplifying equipment than in
most other centers. This is counterbalanced, however,
by a local ordinance which prohibits the operation of advertising trucks in the city streets and, in addition, by the
fact that the nucleus of this business is obviously its
out-of-town Fair contracts.
Hand in Hand
"Public address kept me in business last year," Smith
repeats. "But today I look upon radio and public address
as a togethcr-we-stand, divided-we-fall proposition. 1
would not care to specialize in either line in 1933. Neither,
in my estimation, will support a large setup. Diversion
of effort and a profit on every transaction is the only
salvation.
"Radios costing more than $100 must be sold In the
home. Trade-ins must be purchased cheaply and resold
at a profit. A profitable repair job is better than a new
'toy' at $18 sold $1 down and $1 per week.
"God help the dealer who hasn't tightened his belt;
learned how to work nights."

Better

Than

None

should be replaced and the cost would be so much—
mentioning a figure that might be not less than $10—
the customer may hesitate to have the work done,
because he can't afford it at the time. He might declare
that he'd get along without his radio until he could
afford the job, so I would be out of a job entirely.
However, if I can get him by on less expense, he will tell
me to proceed with it. I then explain that certain other
work will be required at a later date, and state when it
will be required.
"Thus I get two small jobs whereas I might not get a
job at all under the old system. A carefully maintained
follow-up file, consulted every morning, is essential to
the success of this plan."
Radio Retailing, December, 1933

AMvICA Africa speaks . . . through the radio. Since this pie I lire
was taken, thousands of inodeni sets ha-vc gone to the dark continent

VNDES Patiently Ih esc dumb creatures toil across the Andes of
ioutli America so that radio sets may fill the night with bed time stories

From the Radio I n d u s t r y
of America
Foreign

.

.

.

.

to

Its

Friends

Greetings

L
i *
' A

® f
CHINA Ch inesc radio
sales have increased as a
result of the fighting between Chinese "bandits"
and Japanese "peasants"

In BELGIUM

i

J'he Radio Manufacturers Association, of the
United States, through its Export Committee, extends its hearty greetings to users of American
radio products abroad.
The purpose of this committee is not only to
facilitate the export activities of the membership
of the Radio Manufacturers Association but to
cooperate with export houses in this country and
in foreign lands in solving the many problems
which stand in the way of the ready interchange
of radio goods and of credits. I refer specifically
to such matters as set and tube quotas, foreign
exchange rulings, the proper design of sets to meet
reception conditions in Europe, South America,
South Africa and other favorable markets, patent
laws, credit information, advertising and selling
methods, the securing of proper representatives,
and preparation of goods for foreign transport
Commercial attaches, importers and exporters,
manufacturers and manufacturers' agents are invited to avail themselves of the facilities at the
disposal of this committee. Inquiries are welcome.
They should be addressed to the undersigned.
Cordially,
Arthur Moss,
Chairman, Export Committee, RMA,
175 Fa rick Street, New York, N. Y.

JAPAN "H u s h ,"
commands this dainty
Japanese miss. "They're
broadcasting a new recipe
for Apfelsirudel!"

WHEREVER THERE IS RADIO THERE ARE RADIO SHOWS
In BRAZIL.
and
In SUNNY ITALY
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Jn ENGLAND they are "valves," in America .. . "tubes."
Two English-speaking nations have different names for the
same radio equipment. This simple illustration indicates the
need of radio distributors in all countries for more information
on how radio is being designed, produced, sold and serviced
in other lands. For no one people have a mononoply of brains
or ability. Therefore, let us briefly review American radio
equipment and its distribution, pointing out wherein American practices differ from those of other nations.
First, American radio receivers themselves. The average
new, 1932-1933 home radio receiver made in the United
States is a superheterodyne, designed to give faithful reproduction of voice and instrumental music. Like all products
designed for Uncle Sam's children, the American radio set
features convenience and case of operation—one knob control, automatic volume control, tuning meter or light, and
often that further refinement, twin, matched speakers.
Like the American automobile, the American radio set is
available in many different styles or models. Cabinets range
from the small treasure chest or gothic midget types, up
through consolettes and consoles, to the double purpose furniture models—combination radio sets and tables, secretaries,
bars, bookcases, etc. American lines may have not only a
dozen cabinet styles but also as many as four different
chasses.
Radio receivers made in Europe and Asia differ from the
American product in appearance and In construction. Chief
constructional differences are in the tubes, or valves (the
new tubes that American radio engineers have developed
permit greater sensitivity, selectivity and better tone). Another advantage which American radio sets enjoy is manufacture under U. S. mass production methods which make
for uniformity and unusually low costs. The United States
logically should lead in radio equipment development since
competition is keener there than elsewhere—in America
there are over 145 manufacturers of radio sets and a score
of tube makers.
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The American Radio Industry
Compared with the United States' colossal radio industry
—employing over 100,000 people with an annual payroll of
$200,000,000 and representing a capital investment of $200,000,000—the radio industries of other nations seem delightfully simple. For the American radio industry has its drawbacks, as might be expected. These problems bear inspection
by the radio fraternities of other lands, so that they may be
avoided elsewhere.
The chief flaw in Uncle Sam's radio industry has been
over-production of radio sets and accessories, which occurs
with uncomfortable regularity, year in and year out. Overproduction causes "dumping," the distribution process by
which large quantities of obsolete radio equipment are sold
to volume retailers in the larger cities. Bought by retailers
at most advantageous prices, the "dumped" merchandise is
passed on to the public at deeply.cut prices by the philanthropic merchant. As a result of radio "dumping" orgies by
manufacturers, markets for radio merchandise have been
demoralized. Retailers who cut prices on obsolete radio sets
are apt to get in the price-cutting habit. Frequently local
radio merchants indulge in price-cutting wars. To the
American radio manufacturer whose products are price-cut
in such internecine warfare, the following advertisement
from The Wireless and Gramophone Trader, of England,
issue of October 22, 1932, must sound like something out of
"Alice in Wonderland" or the Fairytales of the Brothers
Grimm:
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British radio sets, and to a degree many of the European
radio sets, just now show a strong modernistic influence in
their cabinets. Italian radio sets more closely resemble
American receivers in cabinet design at least. Radio sets
from Germany and Spain show thermometer-type tuning
scales employing the names of station locations as well as
their kilocycles—an interesting feature.
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In A don, BELGIUM, this huge "midget" radio set is
used for sound amplification purposes
14

SPANISH sunlight streams upon this Barcelona street
scene, with its radio billboard
Radio Retailing, December, 1932

By
Arthur P. Hirose
L.

S.

A.

APOLOGIES TO AMPLIOX (1932), LTD.
for Price Cutting—
We, Smith & Jones, hereby apologize to you for having sold
your P.M. speaker M.C. 22 at prices which constitute an infringement of the limited license attached to the same, and in consequence an infringement of the patents. ' In consideration of your
taking no further steps against us on this account we undertake
never again to sell any of your goods, whether the subject of a
limited license or not, at less than the prices from time to time
authorized by you.
As a mark of sincerity we agree to pay a suitable sum toward
the damage and expenses to which you have been put, and also
agree to pay your solicitor's costs.
We also admit your right to publish this document or any extract therefrom or reference thereto.
SxtiTit & Jones
To spare further chagrin to the radio merchant mentioned
in the above advertisement, a fictitious name has been used.
Happy is the nation whose radio manufacturers have
learned the difficult lesson of properly scheduling production
and so avoiding surplus, obsolete merchandise. Fortunately,
American radio manufacturers do not try to "dump" their
surplus radio production upon the export market in other
countries. Before he tries to dispose of overstocked
merchandise either at home or abroad, the radio manufacturer or distributor might well consider the spirit of the
following letter sent to an American firm by the American
Consul General at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;
American Consular Service
Blank & Company,
Hartsdale, Connecticut, U, S. A.
I have your letter of July 25, 1932, in which you say that you
are overstocked with victrolas and that you would like to be put
in touch with somebody in this ctiy who would be interested in
purchasing them in lots of 25 or 50 and would take them as they
run at a price.
Many years of experience in fostering American commerce
abroad has convinced consular officers that transactions of the
type you propose are not in the best interests of American trade

Manager, Market Analysis Dept.,
Radio Retailing

in general as they put instruments into the hands of unauthorized
dealers at a cost which permits them to dislodge the established
price level, cause confusion in the mind of the public and much
embarrassment to the authorized distributor who has spent much
effort and money in putting the make in question before the public. Furthermore, dealers who obtain merchandise under those
circumstances tisually have no interest in future business and
tend to make claims for it not borne out by performance. The
general result is unfavorable.
Samuel T. Lee, American Consul General.
How do American radio dealers sell ? How were they able
in a single year to sell "to their public over 4,000,000 radio
receivers? Perhaps the story of American retail radio selling is of greater interest to radio men abroad than any other
phase of American radio history.
American radio dealers do both store selling and outside
or home selling. In the store itself the American radio
dealer relies upon the following sales helps: his show windows, sidewalk demonstrations, store displays, store demonstrations. In outside selling the radio dealer makes either
unarranged door-to-door canvasses, seeking interviews and
arranging for demonstrations; or he is helped in his outside
selling by leads or "tips" secured from telephone canvasses,
contests, direct-mail advertising, newspaper advertising,
fairs or exhibitions, satisfied customers, etc. Chiefly ingenious these days in America, when pure low price alone
has lost its appeal, are the ways by which American radio
dealers are getting interviews and staging demonstrations to
show that the new radio sets are actually far superior to the
product of other years.
Impartial observers commend, among retail radio methods
abroad, the novel advertising- means used, particularly in
Europe, Illustrated is a Belgian radio distributor's traveling demonstrator—a huge replica of a radio set, out of which
sounds are amplified. Effective use of billboards in advertising radio sets in congested areas is illustrated by the accompanying photo from Barcelona, Spain.
Generally speaking, American radio dealers have been
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Tins thrifty, FRENCH, radio dealer in Havre uses every
bit of unndow space for displaying his wares
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The lobby and cafe of this hotel in SWITZERLAND
have a public address system. Yodelling is barred
5

more successful in the dressing of sales-promoting window
displays than dealers abroad. Standardized American window trims lack the individuality shown in the accompanyingphoto of a Havre, France, radio dealer's window, but
probably are more effective from a sales viewpoint.
Radio Repair Service Vitally Important
Ingenious sales methods are monopolized by the radio industry of no one country. It is pointed out, however, that it
is in the United States that methods for the installation and
servicing or repair of radio equipment have reached their
full flowering. Paradoxically it is the American, living in
the land of machinery, who best anticipates the accidents that
can happen to his creation and makes provision for giving
service. The average American radio dealer has one or two
men whose full-time job it is to answer calls emanating from
radio set owners for service and repairs. Not only has a
system been perfected by which repair calls are made in an
incredibly short time after the complaint is received, but
service kits are taken along by the radio service man to
insure speedy repairs. Set analyzers, tube analyzers, meters,
etc. are common to ail American radio service men's kits.
This equipment enables trouble to be analyzed quickly, and
permits a fair fee to be collected for service calls on the
same principle that the doctor who uses a fluoroscope can
charge more than the doctor who depresses your tongue with
the handle of a kitchen spoon.
The value of efficient radio repair service given by the
dealers of the United States was plainly evidenced in the
present depression. Many families felt they could not afford
to buy new radio receivers this year, last year, or the year
before. By his ability to take old radio sets now in the possession of these families and put the receivers in operation
again, the American radio dealer has kept interest in radio
alive. Also he has insured his own business existence. The
sale of replacement parts and the time used in radio service
work has gone far to make up for profit lost on decliningsales of new radio sets.
Additional Lines Sold hv Radio Merchants
Not only has the American radio dealer developed his repair, or service, department to an important and profitable
basis, in addition he has been developing additional lines of
merchandise to sell. Along with radio sets, tubes, accessories
and parts, the United States radio merchant has found that
he can sell at a profit:
(a) Automobile radio receivers
(b) Sound systems
Public address equipment
Centralized radio installations
(c) Automatic phonographs
Two-speed turntables
Pick-ups and records

IV

Filming a PORTUGUESE bull fight. The direel or
bellows his orders over a sound amplifier
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The lounger in this Colombia, SOUTH AMERICA,
park is lulled by sweet music from the loudspeaker
overhead

{d ) Electrical appliances—refrigerators, heating devices
and motor-driven devices such as washing machines,
vacuum cleaners, ironers, food mixers, air conditioners
and fans.
(c) Home entertainment equipment-—such as motion picture projectors and cameras, games, sporting goods.
How American radio retailers are successfully selling
these allied lines has beesi the subject of many articles in
Radio Retailing. Many more articles of similar nature will
appear in future issues.
American radio dealers will lie especially interested in
some of the public address installations that have been made
abroad. Already American public address equipment has
been installed in such a wide variety of places as the Eiffel
Tower restaurant in Paris, the castle-residence of ex-King
Manoel of Portugal, and the Hotel Waldheini in the Swiss
Alps. Pictured on these pages are other typical public
address systems abroad.
New Tendencies
In point of age the American radio industry leads the rest
of the world. Certain tendencies in the United States that
are now apparent may be of interest to radio merchants
abroad. Some day they may have to face these same conditions.
Favorable tendencies include a cessation in the increase in
the number of radio manufacturers, a strengthening of radio
distribution channels, a weeding out of the weaker retailers
and a greater appreciation of good business methods by those
surviving.
Unfavorable factors in the American radio industry include the wide prevalence of price cutting, the inability of
the manufacturer or jobber to control or sustain profitable
price levels and the too frequent introduction of new models
of sets, new types of tubes and new scales of retail prices.
But, it is felt, these destructive practices are being successfully combated. Leading this battle for sounder merchandising methods is the recently reorganized Radio Manufacturers Association—comprising in its membership all the
substantial makers of radio products in the United States.
Under the leadership of this organization, and of the radio
trade magazines, a revitalized industry, operating, in the
near future, on a sound and profitable basis, is the confident
expectation of the radio leaders of this country.
Radio Retailing, December, S9.U
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Dancing

Skeleton

How to build this animated display for your store or window

prove that this adjustment has removed noise without
materially affecting the music return, finally, to the original station, which should be received about as before.
Relay, on-off sign and auxiliary switch on the receiver
volume control may, of course, he dispensed with if the
skeleton is intended for use only as an animated window
display. In this case only the lower, square shadow-box
is required. Used in conjunction with sound, the device
will attract and hold attention.
Paralleled voice-coils will be found to have only a
slight effect on tone quality. It may be necessary, however, to fasten a piece of cloth across the back of the box
and to place the entire assembly on soft, rubber legs to
subdue mechanical noise.
A "DANCING skeleton" display which may be used
simply to attract attention in a window or to visually demonstrate the efficacy of the new "noise-vsuppressor" circuits can be constructed from parts available to
most dealers. T. Carse, of General Electric's radio
division, is responsible for the idea.
Build an open-ended box, 14 inches square and II
deep, closing one end with a piece of ground glass. Construct two compartments on top of the box, equipping
these with suitable signs lettered on colored paper (one
green and the other red) sufficiently thin to let light
trom the illuminating 25-watt lamps show through.
In back of the glass, as shown in the photo, mount a
dynamic speaker complete with field-current rectifier
but with its paper cone removed. Pivot a light metal
arm, from which a cardboard-cutout skeleton (novelty
stationery stores have them) hinged at the arm and leg
joints, is suspended in such a manner that it rests across
the voice-coil. Place a 40-watt lamp at the back of the
box in such a position that it will throw a sharp shadow
of the skeleton on the ground glass.
In Action
Now, on a board, fasten a single-pole, double-throw
d.c. relay of the type once used to automatically charge
storage batteries. Then, to back of the noise-suppressor control of a set equipped with such a modern circuit
fasten an auxiliary switch or set of contacts and complete
the display circuit as indicated in the diagram. (Speaker
field circuits are not shown.)
When demonstrating, tune the receiver to a station
with the noise-suppressor control in the "Off" position,
(the "Off sign should light) and watch the skeleton
dance to music as the voice-coil jounces the supporting
arm around. Now tune between stations and call attention to the fact that the skeleton still jigs to static crashes
which are also plainly audible.
Turn the noise-suppressor control until the static entirely dissappears. (The "On" sign should light). To
Radio Retailing, December, 1932
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radio industry subscribe openly to five simple
and basically sound merchandising principles.
These principles, which affect so vitally the business
health of every radio dealer, jobber and manufacturer In the country, were laid before the directors of the Radio Manufacturers Association, at
Cleveland, Ohio, on August 23, by Ray V. Sutliffe,
the managing editor of this magazine.
The
October issue of Radio Relailing printed this address by Mr. Sutliffe under the title: "The Dealer
Has His Day in Court." And our last month's
issue further sustained this theme in Its leading
editorial: "S. S. RADIO . . . LIFE PRESERVER"
Tear sheets of the October article were mailed
to every set manufacturer of national importance
In the industry and to hundreds of representative
dealers and jobbers. Comment, endorsement or
disapproval was requested. The following briefs
from the many replies received may, therefore, be
taken as reflecting the true temper of the trade:

if

,

PHILCO
We do not find any difficulty in subscribing- about 99 per
cent to the program you outline. We always have been
extremely careful not to obsolete existing models in dealers
and jobbers stocks in bringing out new models. We have
been very careful about advertising "revolutionary changes"
in bringing out new models because we feel that if the public
thinks Philco is going to bring out revolutionary models
every year it will begin to wait until after the last revolution
before buying. Further, we have never been guilty of
demanding modification in tube design, except insofar as

IS
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DEALERS

this modification would permit of substantially improved performance or substantial lowering of cost.
In regard to territorial protection. It had always been
our policy to let the dealer alone if he was doing a good job
in his particular section. Of course, some dealers think they
are going a good job and the records prove otherwise. We
are heartily in favor of territorial protection whenever the
dealer earns it.
Whether or not you can get all radio manufacturers to
subscribe to these policies at this time I do not know but
I feel sure that any radio manufacturer who departs a great
deal from them is automatically going to eliminate himself
from the business in the course of time.
Piiilco Radio & Television Corp.
James M. Skinner, President.

a recognition of that fact must of necessity include a recognition of Point No. 2; but where is the manufacturer who
will refuse to get the jump on a competitor, particularly
since he knows the consequences of permitting competition
to get the jump on him, especially competition that has not
been too prone to recognize adherence to business fundamentals in the conduct of business?
We are all victims of a vicious circle. Uneconomic practices are not confined to the manufacturer; they are inherent
in the distributor and also in the dealer as well. Nobody
seems willing to battle out this game along lines of business
principles and economic fundamentals. Your dealer, because
of having to divide a small radio business with innumerable
fellows, makes exorbitant demands upon the distributor. The
distributor, to the best of his ability, accedes to those demands, even while in his heart he knows that it is leading
the industry to disaster; but he does it because competition

ZENITH
When it is considered that tfie present merchandising trend
of many well known, widely advertised lines spells almost
certain disaster for large numbers of dealers, it is to my
mind amazing that a stronger and more concerted action
against such practices has not been made by these same
dealers whose very existence is being placed in jeopardy.
The only explanation that seems reasonable to me is" that
these dealers know of no alternative. If this be true then
the fault must be laid on the shoulders of the manufacturers
who have failed to equip their dealers and jobbers with a
plan which affords them a reasonably sure method of converting interest in unprofitable merchandise into sales of
profitable merchandise. Certainly manufacturers interested
in maintaining the present form of retail outlets must do
something constructive, vigorous and immediate along the lines you suggest.
This matter recently lias had our almost
constant attention. Zenith's sales efforts are
directed almost exclusively toward the exploitation of specific plans and ideas directly
pointed toward increasing the unit sales price.
Zenith Radio Corporation
a
E. A. Tracey, General Sales Manager.
,
ATWATER KENT
"It Is difficult to
manufacturer who does
destructive effect to the
a whole of too frequent
and prices. It certainly

conceive of any
not recognize the
radio business as
changes of models
seems to me that
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MANAGING EDITOR RAY SUTLIFFE
PRESENTS THE CASE OF THE DEALER
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will if be won't. In this lit; is supported by the inanuiacturcr
who goes to untold lengths to support such uneconomic
demands on the part of both distributor and dealer j therefore, the percentage of profit is of necessity small, and to
keep it from being utterly disastrous it has to be compensated for by large volume of sales—hence artifically inflated
production, exacting commitments from distributors, and
again the vicious circle of consignment, exorbitant allowances, and what-not practices on the dealers' floors.
Somewhere this thing ought to stop, but there is either too
much selfishness inherent in this industry or not enough
vision, or some of both.
Atwater Kent Manufacturing Co.
f.E. Basler.
STROMBERG-CARLSON
Undoubtedly manufacturers would welcome fewer models.
However there is the marketing price-range requirements
that governs the number of models and it is difficult for an
industry to agree on the number of models each manufacturer should have. On your principle that fewer models
should be developed, I think all would concur.
It would be difficult to get manufacturers to agree to
announce a radical change in models more than once a year
because a manufacturer may have to do this thing for actual
survival.
We concur fully with point No. 2. (Stop demanding modifications in tube design.)
With regard to point No. 3, we, in effect, do restrict
dealers' territory. However, I don't know how you can
work out a contractual restricted territory for a dealer. It
is about the last thing we would want to do.
We concur with point No, 4 and will always do everything we can to. help the dealer solve his sales problem.
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.
George A. Scoville, P'ice-President.
BOSCH
I don't know that I have anything to add to the thoughts
expressed at that meeting. What you have in mind is certainly highly desirable for the industry. But how soon the
complete cooperation on the part of manufacturers can be
made a reality, so that most of the suggestions you have in
mind can be carried out, frankly, I do not know.
We arc certainly working toward the end of stabilization
as rapidly as we can. You may rest assured that so far as
I am concerned we would be very appreciative of anything
that your good paper can do to. be of assistance in this effort.
United American Bosch Corp.
A. T. Murray, President.
CLARION
With regard to your points one to four—■my firm believes
in these policies and already has adopted them. For example,
after the first of the year we propose only a refinement of
models—which have not been radically changed since the
June Trade Show—and without marked revision in prices.
Such editorials and articles on this subject as you have
been producing are to be commended and are bound to bring
to the light of day those manufacturers who have not already
adopted the policies outlined therein.
Transformer Corp. of America, Chicago
Ross D. Siragusa, President.
FADA
On November 16, the Fada Radio and Electric Corporation
announced an increase in the list price of several of its
leading models. This action speaks louder than words as
regards where we stand with respect to your commendable
20

campaign to put the dealer in a position where he will be in
business for profit as well as for pleasure.
In addition to cutting "give-away" prices out of our line,
Point Two of your suggestions, Fada subscribes also to Radio
Retailing's declaration for stabilization by orderly and not
too frequent changes in models and other selling policies.
From now on, as in the past, my concern will exert every
effort to play ball with the dealer.
The last three of your "Five. Points" are particularly
pertinent and Fada will strive to "keep out of the markets
current merchandise offered at less than suggested lists and
to ascertain the needs and desires of the dealer before formulating its. sales policies."
Fada Radio and Electric Corp.
R. M. Klein, General Manager.

Comment from
Dealers and Jobbers
Some Day They'll Wake Up
Regarding "The Dealer Has His Day in Court," I heartily agree with you in every respect. I, too,, sincerely hope
that some day the manufacturers will wake up and realize
that if it weren't for the dealers they would never sell a set
and hope that they will give up their idea that the dealer is
just some poor slob who is a necessary evil.
I have seen both sides of this picture. I would have to
beg to get some, particular line, have, the distributor ritz me.
and then finally condescend to sell me. On the other hand,
I have received unusually good cooperation. And it is the
one from whom we receive cooperation whose line we push
and incidentally sell.
Radio Inspection Service Co.
Hartford, Conn.
R. G. Sceli
Trade Association Passes
Vote of Appreciation
Your article, "The Dealer Has His Day in Court," was
presented at our meeting last, night and met with the hearty
approval of all present. It was the unanimous recommendation that I be instructed to convey to you the sincere appreciation of this association for your daring stand in the. face
of a bewildered industry.
Utica and Mohawk Valley Radio Assn., Inc.
Utica, N. Y.
Should Continue Presenting Facts
Your article agrees with my opinion of the radio situation
in every respect. It is a constructive, truthful and practical
summary of the situation. It should accomplish much good.
And I hope that you will present additional facts in behalf of
the radio dealers to the manufacturers from time to time.
Miner Battery Company
Batavi-a, N. Y.
I Do Honestly Believe—
I do honestly believe that the sales "managers of today
have finally come to the conclusion that there really is a
falling market for their merchandise and that they no longer
blame their salesmen who are. unable to. "load up" the few—•
if you will pardon the presumption—intelligent dealers that
remain. Possibly the radio set makers will do something
about it; possibly they will go blundering on trying to find
(Please turn to page 40)
Radio Retailing, December, 1932
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Kansas City conducts a co-operative "certified" set campaign.

Clever ads protect

buyer against obsolete models.
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"certified" models in the lozver left corner
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THE times were not propitious for a Kansas City
(Mo.) radio show this season. Trade war-chests
were low; public interest sub-normal. But 10 distributors, members of the Electric and Radio Association,
nevertheless desired to focus public attention on the
new 1933 sets. They did it with a "Certified'' set
campaign.
How it worked: Each distributor was given a supply
of yellow and red certification tags; was asked to list
his latest models on the back; to turn these tags over to
dealers. On October 9, 10, 12 ads similar to the one
reproduced on this page were published in the Star.
The week was dedicated to "Better Radio Reception."
Beginning October 23, ads appeared in three issues of
the Journal-Post.
Model numbers of 1933 sets were printed in each ad.
The reader was instructed to dip these numbers, compare them with tag backs in stores, for his protection.
The balance of the copy-space was devoted to the
message; "Radio dealers all over the city are now holding public auditions of the new sets, demonstrating their
modern features and making direct comparisons (RR
July, Aug., Nov. '32) zviih older models. Go and see
these sets."
Modern features to which particular attention was
directed were: (1) Two hundred sixty-six new tones
made possible by recently developed tubes. (2) Improved automatic volume control, minimizing fading.
(3) Improved tone with less disturbing background
noise. (4) Sharper tuning, making it possible to secure
the desired program quicker and easier.
The Association was particularly fortunate in securing the cooperation of C. F. Farley, vice-president in
charge of merchandising, Kansas City Power & Light,
whose company split the advertising ($1,400) cost."
Hie "Certified" set campaign was sufficiently successful to warrant continuance of the same brand of
cooperative advertising throughout the winter.
21
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In business less than
a year, W. S. Combs,
Mt. Lebanon, Pa.,
credits volume sales
to these "auxiliary"
salesmen
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"MAY I COME IN?"—A door
chime, novel and attention compelling,
serves as the "entering wedge." When
the salesjnan gains admittance he
ultimately switches the conversation
to radio. The chime sells for ^5.^5.
Three canvassers sold 42 in 70 days

—'illHi i i

"CAN'T AFFORD IT."—To
ohjection Combs loans the customer this inexpensive electric bank clock (cost $2)
"Drop a quarter in it now and then. It's easy to
meet your payments this way. And, furthermore,
the clock is yours token you give me the name of a
live prospect "
ADS THAT LURE—Small space pays: if
there's a "come an" in the copy. Combs calls these
his "gel acquainted" advertisements
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QUALITY PREMIUMS—/i 's money well
spent if they're used for these purposes: (a) In
lieu of a trade-in allowance—on sets over $100;
(b) For the names of tzvo prospects—who buy;
(c) As a final closer—on the higher-priced
receivers

A VISIT REMINDER
—heft with the compliments of the salesman, this
"kitchen reminder" also reminds the prospect to "Call
Gojfibs for Radio "

a

"WHAT'S THE ADDRESS,
PLEASE?"—-This beautiful reproduction, in full color, of "The Isle of
Capri" costs 35 cents per print.
W hen a new store prospect, who
seems to Ttiean business, hesitates to
leave her name, the promise of one of
these beautiful pictures "which will
be mailed to your home tomorrow,"
does the trick
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LEAD GETTER—An impressive "Owner's Profit
Sharing Bond," with ten coupons attached, provides a
convenient means for "using the user." This dealer
pays $5 f or the name of each prospect who buys a set
or refrigerator

Contest

EEP the public guessing. This sales gag, the
if efficacy of which our be whiskered, store-keeping
-Lm. forebears fully recognized, has apparently been
rediscovered .... with the result that how-longwill-the-milk-keep-sweet contests, and others closely akin,
are to be found almost wherever one turns. And,
curiously, when embellished with just a little modern
icing, guessing contests appear to be quite as potent
today as ever they were in the gay nineties.
Consider, for example, a how-many-ice-cubes-will-itfreeze "guess-ie" conducted during September by Bob
Frayser for Howell ("Richmond's Pioneer Radio
Store") Brothers Hardware.

The "Ad"
Your Last Chance is Wednesday
To Enter and Win
ABSOLUTELY
FREE
This Beautiful New
MAYFLOWER
Take Your PencilSolve This Problem
Costs Nothing to Enter
IT IS EAST AND IT IS PDN AND YOU MAY BE THE
WINNER OP ONE OP THESE VALUABLE PRIZES
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On September 12 Ho well ran a 4x9 ad (reproduced)
in the Times-Dispatch, following up in the same paper
on the 14th, 19th, 20tli and 22nd and published identical
copy on the four alternate days in the Nezvs-Leader.
Attention was directed to a prize contest in which
contestants were invited to guess the number of ice
cubes a refrigerator could freeze, operating continuously,
in 67 days and 2 hours (The time the good ship "Mayflower" required for its historic crossing). It was
pointed out that the appliance made 84 ice cubes in 90
minutes, that two minutes be added per freezing to take
care of emptying and refilling time, thus reducing the
answer to a relatively simple mathematical problem.
First prize, judged for correctness, originality and
neatness, was to be an electric refrigerator; second, a
midget radio. Third to ninth prizes were to be merchandise credit checks good at full face value against
the purchase of a refrigerator or good at half face value
against the purchase of a console radio listing above $69.
All ads were essentially the same as the original
except that the heading was changed to read; "Only
Blank More Days to Enter and Win," on the follow-up
insertions. The space bill, amounting to $270, was paid
half b}- tiie distributor and half by the dealer. According to Frayser, about half as much would have been
spent by his store on straight institutional copy in this
period ordinarily.
The 1st Prize
One thousand nine hundred entries were received
from people in Richmond and suburbs as well as from
distant points in North Carolina, West Virginia and
Maryland. These were divided into two groups: correct,
(88,200 cubes) totaling 1,700.
A majority of replies were written on plain paper,
with the problem worked out. Many were ingenious
pictorial presentations, these including works of art such
as an illuminated charter of the Mayflower, handsomely
Radio Retailing, Derembcr, 1932

The Results
PLACE

Richmond, Virginia

TIME

September 12-22

SPONSOR
SALES

Howell Brothers
Sixty-two

illustrated maps showing the route over which the
Pilgrims sailed. First prize (entry pictured) was
awarded to a Richmond contestant who submitted a
relief portrait of the crossing made of papier-mache
and magazine cutouts. Second went to a resident of a
nearby suburb and the specified refrigerator and radio
were promptly delivered, following a newspaper
announcement of the award.

The "Runner-Ups"
Purchasing certificates were printed to closely
resemble checks, made out with a check-writing machine
to further enhance this impression. These were then
mailed as follows; $40 purchase certificates to the first
hundred correct contestants, judged on the basis of
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Five-hundred people came to Ho well's upon receipt
of their merchandise credit checks. (The certificates,
originally stamped "Void after October 1," were
extended one week.) Twenty-eight $40 and $25 certifcate holders bought refrigerators averaging $199.50,
necessitating the placing of an order with the distributor
for 20 boxes, in a hurry. Thirty-four certificate holders
bought console radios averaging $73, applying their
certificates at half the face value. Seven of the sets sold
were comparatively old stock, had failed to move through
ordinary sales activity.
Most refrigerators were sold for $14.50 cash plus a
$40 merchandise credit as the down-payment, balance
in 10, 18 or 24 months, depending upon the size of the
box. The radios brought $5 cash plus credit slip as
down-payment, balance in 12 months. Two went for
cash.
Three special salesmen, hired for the campaign, were
kept busy in (he store for nearly two weeks. They
received 2j> per cent commission on inexpensive unit
sales, 3 per cent on the higher priced equipment. A
14-piece fruit set, vegetable container or water bottle kit
was offered to purchasers of refrigerators listing above
$183 to further encourage selling-up.
Radios and refrigerators were broken up into small
display groups in the basement showroom, permitting
salesmen to handle merchandise credit accounts without
these customers discovering that prizes had been dispensed with a rather lavish hand. Only two prospects
inquired why a neighbor had won "a $40 prize too" and
it was satisfactorily explained that there had been a tie.
Profit, we are assured by Frayser, was "satisfactory,"
and he further points out that the sale could probably
have been conducted nearly as profitably if the amount
of the merchandise credits had been less.

Howell bkos.

artistic originality. $25 purchase certificates to the
entire remaining list of contestants, irrespective of their
answers. Every contestant, not just the nine which
might he inferred from the ad, received a merchandise
credit check. This was the heart of the plan.
The checks were accompanied by a letter, reading as
follows:
"We are pleased to advise that you have been awarded a purchase check given in our big refrigerator contest which closed
last night at 6:00 P.M.
"In order that you may prove to yourself the exact value of
this purchase check, come into our store and price the refrigerators before telling the salesmen that you are the winner of a
check, Mayflower refrigerators are priced the same throughout
the United States.
"We have the new model refrigerators with new improved
features, which are selling for less than ever before—with threeyear factory guarantee—priced complete—installed—and on easy
payments. Your check will be honored for the highest marginal
amount designated on the end of the check on any Mayflower
refrigerator in our stock.
"The extensive publicity we receive by calling attention to the
new refrigerators at their new low prices with new features, is
really a small cost to us for such an advertising plan, and enables
us to give this actual discount to you.
"Your purchase check has no cash value—but will be accepted
the same as cash—FULL FACE VALUE—toward any new
Mayflower electric refrigerator in our store—or half the face
value toward any console radio (not a midget) in our store."
Radio Relailing, December, 1932

Bob Frayser (kneeling, in the basement display
room) demonstrates and sells a radio to a creditcheck holder during the campaign
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Other News of the Month,

CONSENT DECREE CLE4RS W VY I OR
CONSTRUCTIVE USE OF RA.TENT
POWERS, S VI RADIO EE VDERS
Decision Creates Opportunity for Genuine
Merchandising Cooperation and Stabilization
By Ray V. Sutliffe
/COMPLETE separation of the Radio Corporation of America from the General
^ Electric Company and the Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company was agreed upon Nov. 21 by these parties and the United .States Department
of Justice before the Federal District Court at Wilmington, Delaware. Suits
against the other defendants, General Motors Corporation, American Telephone
and Telegraph and Western Electric, were dismissed. The consent decree directs
the dissolution of the exclusive cross-licensing agreement which involves over
4,000 patents and ends two and a half years of continuous litigation.
The details of the terms of settlement of r
—
this famous case have been featured in the
divert
some
of
its
executive and financial
public press throughout the country. Elsewhere on this page is a resume of the out- facilities, formerly needed for legal rcquirestanding terms of the agreement. Of equal n^nts, to the pressing problems of putting
and immediate importance to those within . e merchaiidisiiig structure of the radio
radio's ranks is the ultimate effect of this industry
on a sound and stable basis?
new dispensation on the industry as a t :ie^ne gentleman went so far as to suggest
whole.
' establishment of an RCA "MerchanShould Strengthen Patent Position

=^=^^^=^=^=^^==5—

Inasmuch as patent control and the exerdse of patent rights were the leading
generatrag causes accountable for the orgamzational structure o the Rad.o Corporation of America as it existed before its
dissolvement last month, and as the manner
in which fe patent rights were enforced
Igd largely to the institution of the Government's suit, speculation as to the ultimate effects of Judge John Nield's decree naturally centers upon this subject.
A large majority of the set mamifacturcrs, licensed under RCA patents, contend that the Radio Corporation is now in
a position, as it now holds a clean bill of
health from the U. S. Department of Justicc, to proceed at once to protect said
licensees by instilling suits against all
infUraKrs. It will he rgfailed, see last
month's issue of Radio Rolailmg, that the
Radio Manufacturers Association has formally called upon Radio Corp. actively to
discharge this obligation.
Leading executives, interviewed by the
writer, point out that, for the first time,
the way is now clear for the exercise of a
constructive type of cooperation—and of
leadership, if necessary'—between the
holder of so many of the industry's key
patents and all other well meaning and
potcntially powerful "friendly" competitors.
The need for the future maintenance of a
tremendous legal staff, for "self-protection" purposes—with the expenses and distractions which necessarily accompany such
a set-up—now no longer should exist.
Would it not be "the human thing to do,"
these authorities point out, for RCA to
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Two and a half years is allowed RCA
to adjust business to new independent
status, during which time the electric
companies are denied the right to manufacture radio devices under newly acprivileges.
quired privileges,
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RCA will continue to be the sole organization empowered to grant licenses to
others under the patents of all the comcornpanics
panies with which it was associated,
associated.
-
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dising Bureau" whose function it would be
to direct sales cooperation activities with
the licensees of this corporation. This to
be an added feature, supplementing its
present patent protection and engineering
services.
Certainly, conditions are now favorable,
it would appear, for the speedy solution of
the patent situation on a basis mutually
agreeable to all responsible and fairminded
set and tube makers.
The desires of the Department of Justice
were completely met by the terms of the
settlement contained in the consent decree,
which takes ownership of RCA from the
two largest electric companies in the country and eventually distributes it among
235,000 stockholders of these companies, in
addition to 100,000 other stockholders of
RCA.
The modifications of the Radio City
leases in the amount of space to be occupied and the rentals to be paid, arc being
adjusted through the issuance to Rockefeller Center of 100,000 shares of "A"
Preferred Stock of the Radio Corporation
of the par value of $50 per share. While
this is a substantial block of stock, its
character and amount does not place the
Rockefeller interests in a dictatorial
position.
Broadcasters Discuss Copyright Costs, Elect McCosker
Copyright costs under the conditions imposed by the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, constituted the principal topic of discussion before the National Association of Broadcasters during its convention at St. Louis,
Mo., Nov. 14 to 16. The copyright owners
under the present contract receive 3 per
cent of the stations' gross revenues, and
this will be increased to 4 per cent in 1933,
and to 5 per cent in 1934. To combat this
requirement the broadcasters have given
power to negotiate to Oswald F. Schuette,
who, as secretary of the Radio Protective
Association, has been active in instigating
recent anti-trust suits in the radio field.
Harold A. Lafount, acting chairman of
the Federal Radio Commission, discussed
regulation problems now before the broadcasting industry and predicted that the
system of clear channels, by which radio
programs now reach every home in the
United States, is doomed by political pressure requiring the doubling up of stations
on channels, at least upon opposite coasts.
Alfred J. McCosker, director of WOR,
Newark, N. J., and head of the Bamberger
Broadcasting Company, was elected president of the Association.
•
New sales headquarters and show rooms
have been established by the Colonial
Radio Corporation at Suite 2412, Graybar
Building, 420 Lexington Avenue, Netv
York City.
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Should

Benefit

Arranged for the Busy Reader

New York, N. Y.

Differing Opinions of the Principals
'''Stabilizes Position of Radio
Corporation of America"
David Sarnoff
President of the Radio
Corporation of America
"RCA, General Electric and the Westinghouse companies assert that they have
not violated the anti-trust laws of the
United States in fact or intent, but desire
to avoid the economic waste and business
disorganization necessarily involved in continuing this litigation . . .
"The adjustment stabilizes the position
of the Corporation as a complete, self-contained unit in the radio field; extinguishes
a large part of its floating debt and funds
the remainder; relieves it of the burdens
of litigation and enables its personnel to
devote: all their time to upbuilding the
business of the Corporation. . . . The
new arrangements prevent the disruption
of the existing licensing situation and avoid
the necessity of other radio manufacturers
negotiating separate license agreements
with General Electric, Westinghousc, and
the American Telephone & Telegraph Company. All licenses heretofore granted by
the Radio Corporation to other manufacturers will remain ijt full force and effect
and the consequent technical advantages to
the radio industry arising from such licensing will be preserved. The Radio Corporation will be in position to license others
under the patents on new inventions of all
of the companies mentioned."
"Means Establishment_ of Fair
Competitive Conditions"
B. J. Grigshy
President, Grigsby-Gruno'iV Co.
"This company look the initiative and
practically single-handed has fought the
Radio Corporation since beginning the
manufacture of radio sets In 1928, to secure
for the radio industry fair terms and conditions to do business under patents owned
by a group headed by Radio Corporation.

Del Dunning Advanced
R. Del Dunning, formerly in charge of
radio advertising for the General Electric
Company, Bridgeport, Conn., has been advanced to the post of supervisor of distributor sales activities and field sales
promotion. He will report directly to
Benjamin C. Bowe, radio sales manager.
Mr. Dunning joined GE in 1920 and has
had a rapid rise through the ranks.
The appointment of Lee Wichelns to the
Radio Retailing, December, 1932

Industry

Our company carried the fight to Congress,
and that resulted in suit by the Department
of Justice, The consent decree required
by the government discloses this monopoly
and means the establishment of fair competitive conditions for the industry. This
successful conclusion by the Government of
our fight has given relief to the radio industry on practically all of the points for
which we have fought.
"It further clarifies the situation in the
radio industry today so that manufacturers
may now proceed to give their fullest attention to the continued commercial development of radio apparatus without being
hampered and harassed by litigation. The
officials of the Radio Corporation have
assured us of their desire to cooperate
wholeheartedly with the industry and their
licensees."
"Victory for Court of Public
Opinion and Independents"
Oswald Schuette
Bxccutive-Scct., Radio
Protective Association
"The dissolution of the $7,000,000,000
radio trust is the greatest victory ever won
in the Court of Public Opinion; just as it
is the largest combination that has ever
been dissolved by the Government of the
United States . . .
"It must not be forgotten that ten years
ago Harry M. Daugiierty, then the Attorney General of the United Stales, gave
this combination a 'letter of immunity'
against governmental attack and that it
was not until Senator James Couzens, of
Michigan, had secured an investigation of
the radio trust, by the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, that the Department
of Justice filed the suit to dissolve the
combination. . . .
"The main effect of the present decree
will be to make it possible for independent
manufacturers to obtain radio patent licenses cither as a group from the Radio
Corporation or separately from the former
constituents of the combination."
sales promotion staff, in charge of radio
and vacuum cleaner advertising, also is
announced.
Mallory-Yaxley's Now Catalog
P. R, Mallory & Co., Indianapolis, ind.,
have just issued a new catalog of MalloryYaxley radio and electrical replacement
and general parts. It is a most complete
treatise of the parts business and contains
much usable data for the serviceman.

F VDA INCREASES
RETAII PRICES
I he Fada Radio and Electric Corporation, Long Island City, N. Y., announced,
on November 16, an increase of the list
prices of several of its leading models, this
increase to become effective at once.
General Manager, R. M. Klein, in making this announcement, itemized seventeen
reasons for raising prices at this particular
time. Some of the more important of
these, briefed, are as follows: because the
pendulum has swung too far in the direction of low prices; because continually reducing prices has ceased to stimulate business; because, even at the advanced prices,
every set represents exceptional value; because no business can endure without a
fair return to every participant in it; because we aim to^ pay a living wage to our
help; because higher prices will improve
general business conditions quicker than
any one other thing.
Hendrickson Merch. Mgr.
for RCA Victor Company
E. J. Hendrickson has resigned as president of the New York Talking Machine
Company, operating in Buffalo-Rochester,
to assume duties as merchandise manager,
reporting to the manager of the Radio and
Phonograph Division of the RCA Victor
Company. Gerald Nelson has been appointed assistant to the vice-president in
charge of sales. Mr. Hendrickson went to
Buffalo four years ago as manager of the
Midland Radio Corporation.
Arcturus Export Sales 70%
Ahead of Last Year
An indication of the popularity of American-made radio tubes is evidenced in figures recently released by the Arcturus
Radio Tube Co., Newark, N. J.
"For {he first six months of this year,"
says Walter Coogan, export manager,
"our export sales have increased over 70
per cent in comparison to the first six
months of 1931. This is gratifying when it
is considered that our export sales for 1931
showed an 87 per cent increase over the
year of 1930.
U. S. Radio Tax Not
Applicable to Exports
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue
has ruled that the sales tax imposed on
radio products sold in the United States
does not apply to those sets, tubes and accessories directly exported or sold to an
exporter for shipment abroad.
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Just Before the Battle Mother

Broadcasting Best

Lane-up of the new "Peploraists" who have just
joined forces with Howard,
South Haven, Mich. Reading fi'om bald to bushy
head: John H. Parnham,
vice-pres. and gen, mgr.;
Howard W. Sams. gen.
sales mgr.; John L. Barren, plant manager; Howard C. Briggs, asistant
sales mgr. and Burton
Browne, advertising and
sales promotion mgr. Sams,
Briggs and Browne were
formerly with Silver-Marshall.

About a Neiv Title—and
Television
"We have given our store a nctv title,"
stales Fred Dean, of Prest-Dean Radio
Company, Long Beach, Calif. "Hereafter
it zvill be known as 'The Home Entertainment Store.' In line with this idea we have
discontinued our electrical appliance business and will specialise in nothing but radio
—and its closely related products."
This decision of Dean's was made after
analysis showed that radio and home entertainment items showed the best profit.
Dean handled the television problem in
this effective manner: A television outfit
zvas installed in the rear of the store.
Thousands of the curious filed in Jo see it
demonstrated. Dean professed to be highly
enthusiastic over it—"when it is perfected."
Result . . . Radio set prospects "got the
point" and made their own decision not to
wait for television but to buy that receiver
NOW.
Metcalf Heads
New Essex Radio Corp.
The Essex Radio Corporation has been
organized in Springfield, Mass., with
Morris Metcalf as its president. The new
corporation is already in production and

Honolulu Dealers Find
Publicity Bet
When the cooks agree the broth must be
good. Honolulu's three leading radio merchants unite in praise of the worth of advertising over Hazvaii's tzvo good radio stations, KGU and KGMB.
Thayer Piano Company goes the limit—
runs a morning program over one station
and an afternoon program over the other
. . . supplies these stations with selected
records which it sells. "American 'hillybilly'
recordings are very popular here," states
Mr. Thayer, thus scouting the theory that
Hawaiians subsist entirely on plaintive
native melodies.
The Electric Shop also uses both stations
to advertise its complete line of electrical
devices. Then there's Jack Chung, a college educated native and owner of the
Radio and Technical Laboratory. Mr.
Chung specialises in parts, servicing and
public address systems.
"I find radio programs my best publicity
bet," declares this up-to-date radio fellozv
tradesman in the far Pacific. "If business
continues at its present rate zvill have to
double my floor space.

shipments are being made on its new line
of moderately priced Essex sets.
Mr. Metcalf, former president of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association, states:.
"We have organized the Essex Radio Corporation to provide a line of radio receivers
which are of recognized good quality, with
an appeal to a known market of people who
want excellent radio performance without
purely luxury features. We will concentrate our attention entirely upon engineering and production. We have completed
arrangements with the United American
Bosch Corporation to take over the merFirst Convention, IRSM,
chandising of our Essex products. This is
In January
an ideal set-up as it enables us to concentrate our efforts upon manufacturing,
Plans for the first intersectional conwhich is certain to result in many satisfac- vention of the Institute of Radio Service
tory economies."
Men are well along. The meetings will
be open to both members and non-members
throughout the entire midwestern section
Technical Service Available
of the country. This affair will be held at
Edward Chinitz and Samuel Rappaport the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, Jan. 9-11.
have recently established the firm of Ed- The program will be devoted strictly to the
ward Chinitz & Company, at 172 Allen problems of the service profession.
This gathering, it is claimed, will be the
St., New York, where they are., engaged
in technical service to the trade. Mr. first in the exclusive interest of the servChinitz is well known in the New York iceman. In addition to the technical disradio technical circles. His new organiza- cussions, trips to laboratories will be made.
tion is designed to function as an adjunct
The service engineering department of
to the regular dealers' service department
Continental Carbon, Inc., 13900 Lorain
in cases of specialized work.
Chinitz was formerly service manager Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, has just completed
for the European Phonograph Company, a a new book of resistor replacement data
for over 900 popular receivers.
large retail organization.

Publicity on IFheels
sdeE
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RADtO EXPORT SALES
Foreign and Domestic

v

Getting the maximum amount of advertising from one's motorcycle dellvery service has been well done by
"Crandalls," Springfield, Mass.
2S

Note that export sales volume
has been sustained during the
past three years while, for this
same period, domestic demand
has fallen off sharply.
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"Royal Blue" New Records . . . Victor
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Any Motor . . . Brunswick Offerings

/"COLUMBIA announces the perfection and manufacture
^ of a new material for making records, carrying the
famous "Magic Notes" trademark. The new records are
Royal Blue in color and display all the qualities claimed for
them; a still more silent surface, giving scarcely any needle
scratch, a more resonant reproduction of music, a greater
definition of tone, increased volume, longer life and, last but
not least, outstanding eye appeal.
New Artists Signed Up
To give the new records a wallop of a send off, Columbia
has signed up an imposing array of popular and radio featured artists including Eddie Cantor and Roger Wolf Kahn
and His Ochestra. Eddie does two infectious hit numbers
from the picture in which he is the star, "The Kiel from
Spain." The comedian's attractive personality is projected
on both sides of disc No. 2723D (a number to stock heavily)
even to the peculiar lip sound that you may have heard him
make over the radio. Look What You've Done and What
a Perfect Combination absolutely have what it takes to make
a perfect combination. You would think Cantor himself in
the room with you, so vividly real is this new recording and
a peppy and equally apparent accompanying orchestra doesn't
do any harm. Eddie's greeting, "Here I Am," and what
follows will glide Columbia record interest skyscraper high.
The Roger Wolf Kahn disc, A Shine on Your Shoes
(introducing Louisiana Hay Ride) from "Flying Colors"
and It Don't Mean a Thing (No. 2722D) are made tor
dancing; the new volume will keep a hallful of dancers
prancing. Royal Blue pressings also present Rudy Vallce
and His Connecticut Yankees in Hozv Deep is \he Ocean.
aptly chosen from Irving Berlin's recent cycle of hits, ami
Please (the Bing Crosby knockout) from "The Rig Broadcast" (No. 2724).
Quick service to dealers is an important factor in Columbia's new plan. For some months this concern has been
preparing the way for the appearance of the Royal Blue
records. The factories at Bridgeport, Connecticut, and
Hollywood, California, are to be in direct contact with
dealers and distributors throughout the country. Releases
of popular hits are to occur every two weeks-. There is a
new liberal return plan which Columbia will be only too
glad to disclose upon inquiry. The improvements in recording and record material are made possible at no extra cost.
In the case of the classic series the prices have actually
been reduced; all twelve-inch classical and semi-classical
music recordings, whether recorded here or abroad, pressed
on the new material, now sell for $1.00 each instead of
$1.50 or $2.00.
Victor Offers Show Hits with a Broadway Flavor
We dropped into the local Victor recording studios the
other day and found Leo Reisman hard at work making
some more show hit numbers. This well known musician
is now in charge of all Broadway show hit recording; he
is putting additional appeal in these recordings by having
Radio Retailing, December, 1932

the featured performers in the shows offer their authentic
hit before the new velocity microphones-. Fred Astaire was
on hand assisting in the making of two future hits from
"The Gay Divorcee," which will have opened in New York
by the time you read this. I've Got You On My Mind and
Night and Day are the titles of the Cole Porter pieces, played
by Reisman and his band with Astaire vocalizing just as
he docs in the show. Bits from "Music in the Air" had
microphonic treatment during the same session; Jerome
Kern's And Love zvas Born and We Belong Together, which
everyone is humming now. Naturally, we don't know the
numbers yet hut you'll hear from these records, never fear.
Feature Reisman show hit recordings for a unit sale. He
has done A Rainy Day (Clifton Webb, the star of "Flying
Colors," vocalizing) and Louisiana Hay Ride (with the
chorus from the show just mentioned adding to the hilarity).
No. 24157, and Whistling for a- Kiss and Brother Can Yon
Spare a Dime from "Americana," No. 24156. These are
already best sellers, plug them,
Victor has a nice little sale, especially appealing for the
youngster's Christmas, in a small threc-pocket album of
seven-inch records containing the whimsical and engaging
songs of Winnic-the-Pooh and Christopher Robin. These
(Please turn to page 40)
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A. V. C. Accessory for
Screen-Grid Sets
By Joseph E. Soos
A simple automatic volume control arrangement which works well with most
sets using screen-grid type 24's in r.f.
stages is shown in the diagram. All models
in which I have installed this system perform excellently.
A 27 tube is connected in such a manner
that the voltage applied to the r.f. grids
is automatically varied in relation to signal input. Wired on a small panel, the 27
unit is connected to the receiver by simplybreaking the screen-grid lead to the r.f.
tubes and connecting the plate lead of the
27 to this point instead, and by tapping the
grid lead of the 27 into the detector grid
circuit (second detector in the case of a
Detector grid
[Do nof disturb old kad)
At—12-

R.F. screen-gnd
{Break oM kaa)
\ZS,000ohm.

50,000ohm

twfd.

Set's voth
divider

VAVVNA^W'A^/vWoV%\WyW1
- -eov
-$ov.-*L
super) without breaking the original grid
lead.
In order to control volume properly the
screen-grid potential must be made variable
over a considerable range. This is achieved
by adjusting the bias of the volume control tube with a 50,000 ohm potentiometer.
The plate current passing through the
35,000 ohm resistor provides the necessary drop to vary the voltage over the
required automatic range for control of
r.f. amplification. A signal applied to the
grid of the 27 control tube reduces its
bias and consequently increases plate current, providing an automatic decrease in
gain.
The constants of the circuit must be so
proportioned as to function rapidly, while
electrical inertia must still be great enough
to avoid any possibility of swamping out
low-frequency modulation as this is actually
slow changing of signal input.
Since the volume control tube must have
its plate at the same potential as the
screens of the r.f. amplifier it is necessary
in order to obtain the correct voltage on
the 27 to take off voltage taps at minus 60
and minus 80 (with respect to ground) on
30

j

the voltage divider of the receiver's power
supply unit. This puts a potential of approximately 135 volts on the plate with
respect to the cathode.
Ground all r.f. tube cathodes.

Curing Hum With the 56
By Boris S. Naimark
Many of the older sets using 27 detectors and 26 first a.f. stages have an annoyingly high hum-level. The trouble arises
in the audio stage and the remedy is to
substitute a heater type tube for the 26.
A 27 could be used for this purpose were
it not for the fact that the 2,5 volt transformer winding could probably not supply
filament current for two 27's without
serious overload.
The answer is the 56. Substitute 56's
for both detector and first a.f. tubes, running their heaters from the 27 transformer

Noise Suppression Suggestions
By M. G. Goldberg
One of the main sources of trouble, when
suppressing ignition noise in auto-radio installation work, appears to be where gas
line loops run near high tension leads. At
the outside point of each such loop solder
a piece of half or three-quarter inch copper braid and ground these braids to the
P.-.0002S mfd.
\ I —) SS
nearest point of the frame. Do not anchor
to the engine block or kickboard.
Another trouble spot is where the lowS
f to Smcj\
tension lead from coil to distributor runs
L r?
through the same metal tube with hightension leads from the distributor back to
the plugs. Remove the low tension lead
from the tube and shield if, grounding the
"Grid Leak1'Detector
shield at several points.
Replace rotors when these have been
used for 10,000 miles or more. They are
cheap and worn ones can cause much
g.
I se
trouble.
Suppressors should be put on the plugs
1
LA
■Aooo J I
so that they run parallel with the engine
[ohm
Gaj/v
block and not vertically awdy from it.
f
rr
t
1
Some Buick cars, because their ignition
XBwiring is covered by a metal plate, require
Tromsformer-Coupled A.K
no spark-plug suppressors. Distributor
suppression alone is satisfactory.
On Plymouth, Dodge, DeSoto and
Chrysler cars, where the engine is rubberO.t to. LO mfd.-■ -■
suspended, it is usually necessary to bond
■.
| 56
the engine to the frame using heavy copperbraid at about six points. These points are
: X h.000 J L
usually: from horn to car frame; gas line
; ■oAjT f ohm \S0jtW!\
at carburetor to car frame; two rear holts
on engine head to kickboard and two front
engine head bolts to car frame.
If a condenser across the generator docs
Resistance-Coupled A.F,
not stop all the "whine" connect one from
each side of the relay to ground.
Ground the instrument panel, at each winding. This places only i amp, overend, to the door frames. In most new cars load on the winding, which it will probthe only pane! ground is through the dash ably stand without danger.
controls and this is rarely sufficient.
The 56 is installed as a detector in the
Radio Retailing, December, 1932

same manner as the original 27 with the
single exception that the cathode is connected to the center-tap of a SO ohm resistor placed across the heater winding as
shown in the accompanying diagram. Use
wafer sockets for the substitution and it
will be found that the smaller height of the
56 will permit tubes and wafer socket to
fit in the average set with room to spare.

pentodes. This can be corrected in two
ways: The first is to substitute a 420 ohm
resistor, in the case of a single power tube,
for the 1,500 ohm C bias resistor used with
the 45, or a 210 ohm resistor for the 750
ohm unit in a push-pull or double powertube arrangement. This means opening
the chassis, an awkward thing to do, especially when trying to sell a customer the
changeover idea.
The second method consists of bridging
a 20 ohm center-tapped resistor across the
filament circuit of one power tube by
means of an external adapter and shunting
a 600 ohm (584 is the exact value) oneExternal Meter Scales
watt resistor from the center-tap to
the chassis or ground post. Inasmuch as the
By John R. Flynn
two bias resistors—the original and the
Meters may be fitted with external, new—are now connected in parallel this
easily removable scales by bolting small gives a net value of 428 ohms, which is
spring clips to two mounting holes as close enough to the recommended 420 to
work satisfactorily. When two power
tubes are used, half the resistance (300
ohms) with a two-watt power rating will
bias the 47's properly.
As a further improvement, for the sake
Mehr-^'
of tone quality, a 10 mfd., 25-volt electro' / o>-?
"V Onoiina/,
3f
lytic condenser across the external C bias
■ {yvfr
■ ^\ \ scale
resistor will effectively by-pass the lower
iflfll Exterior
T dell
audio frequencies- As the above changes
„,
if\ scale
i j
can be made quickly without opening the
c '/ips " \ \
J j
chassis it should be easy to sell an adapter,
consisting of resistors and by-pass conCare! to be,''
denser. plus new tubes by actual demoncab bra tea/
stration.
Clip Cross-Section
shown, in such a manner that their ends
press firmly on the glass. The external
scales, which may be cut from celluloid
or white cardboard, should permit the tip
of the indicator to be seen.
Place the scale in position and draw a
zero and mid-scale line, then proceed to
calibrate in accordance with your needs.
The scale may be removed to make way
for others and yet when placed back in the
clips, zero and center lined up, will hold
its calibration.

Clocks, Converters
By Edgar M. Carnes
In attaching shortwave converters of the
type taking plate voltage from the broadcast receiver I find part of a panel from
an old B-eliminator useful. The binding
posts and variable resistors can be used to
obtain proper supply voltage adjustments.
An electric clock that was built into a set
caused considerable trouble by humming. I
relieved it by tightening up the bolts that
clamp the laminations in the induction coils.

Substituting 47's for 45's
By J. P. Kennedy
Adapters which permit substitution of
47's for 45's do not ordinarily change the
value of the C bias and consequently do
not permit maximum results from the
Radio Retailing, December, 1932

Anchoring Electrolytic
Condensers
By Prank Johnson
A chunk of tar left over from a streetpaving job can be used to stick pasteboard
electrolytic condensers to metal chassis by
heating it with a soldering iron or blowtorch and using like glue. A tiny bit of tar
worked soft with the fingers will also keep
insulation from fraying off wire ends.

Gypped!
Barley Radio of Salem, Mass., sent
a defective field coil to a distant jobber, asked for a price on its repair.
The quo fat ion proved high and so

Ohm's Law, Simplified

V stands for voltage, C tor current
and It for resistance. Conceal the
constant desired and the formula for
finding it is ex|>osed. V is found, for
example, by multiplying C and B while
C is determined by dividing It into V

I. F. Alignment Kink
By Lloyd H. Harder
The i.f, stages of a superheterodyne may
be readjusted to the proper frequency
without a special oscillator if another
super using the same intermediate frequency and an ordinary broadcast-band
oscillator are available.
Connect the ground posts of the two
sets together. Then fasten a wire between the grid of the standard receiver's
second detector and the grid of the repair's first detector. Connect the r.f. oscillator to the standard set in the normal
manner and tune both oscillator and standard to 1,400 kc.
Connected in this manner the output of
the standard receiver's i.f. amplifier, a signal of the desired intermediate frequency,
feeds into the i.f. amplifier of the set
under test in precisely the. same manner
as would a special i.f. oscillator. Thus the
repair job may be balanced in the usual
fashion, its i.f. stage trimmers being adjusted for maximum output.
It may be necessary to cut out the oscillator of the repair by grounding the
cathode tap of its oscillator coil, particularly if a combination first detector and
oscillator are employed. It may also be
necessary to disconnect the permanent grid
lead to the set's first detector.

Rectifier Type Output Meter
By Charles T. Kirk
the dealer requested that the unit be
returned.
. . . it teas. But first the jobber,
disgruntled at his failure to secure
the order, deliberately tore out the
winding, subsliluled rope and fixed
resistance just to make diagnosis of
the trouble difficult for the next
man
This type of "gyp" should be
driven from the industry.

I constructed an output meter, using
a d.c. milliammeter and a rectifier, about a
year ago and it has given satisfactory service ever since. Its details may be of interest to other servicemen.
The essential parts are a 0-2 d.c.
milliammeter, an ordinary output transformer and a Kuprox or similar dry
metallic disc rectifier, such as was used
some time ago to replace the jars of electrolytic trickle chargers. The more popular 0-1 milliammeter might have been used
but such a range is a little too low when
the output meter is used in conjunction

with a good oscillator. Four binding
posts or pin jacks arc provided on the
panel. Two connect to the primary of the
transformer, and the other two are connected directly to the transformer or input
terminals of the rectifier.
As a rule it is difficult to connect to the
voice coils of a dynamic speaker. By using
a Crosley "Dynacone" socket adaptor,
widely obtainable, the output meter is
connected in the plate circuit of the last
Oufpuf
trans.

Dry metallic
reef.

Kyi >
^ i -K

suitable.) Obtain a small cone for the
treble and mount this on a small baffle,
or in the bottom of the console cabinet fac""•■•.2mfct. bypass
ing the floor. Connect the output transcondensers
formers and condensers as shown in the
diagram.
The condenser, in series with the primary
of the transformer feeding the treble
speaker will pass high frequencies better Soldering lugs
than low to this unit while the condenser
shunting the primary of the transformer,
pxtra magnetic
saeaker goes
feeding the bass speaker short circuits high
here
■Bottom of tube
frequencies out of this cone. In one satisfactory installation I used a 13 in. cone
for bass and a 6 in. unit for treble, both
being dynamics.
authorize changes of wiring in their sets.
A hook-up such as is shown in the diagram, mounted in a small box or on a
board, does the trick. It is only necessary to remove the two push-pull tubes
Parallel Resistor Calculator
and to place the soldering lugs on the
plate prongs, connecting the new magnetic
The combined value of two or more to the two binding posts.
paralleled resistors is quickly determined
I sold twelve installations of this type
without mathematical calculation by con- in ten days.
sulting an ingeniously worked-out chart
offered by the Ohmite Manufacturing Company, 636 North Albany Ave., Chicago.
SHORTCUT readers: write for the calculator, mentioning this magazine. It's tree.
1X0 a. c. Dynamics in Cars

audio tube quite easily. In this adaptor all
leads are carried through except the plate.
The plate of the tube and of the socket are
connected to two pin jacks mounted on the
side of adaptor and it is to these two jacks
that the input terminals of the output
meter may be connected. A similar
adaptor may be made of odd parts in the
shop.
When the radio being serviced has a
speaker jack or binding posts it is sometimes easier to connect to these than to
Simple Shaft Extension
use the adaptor. If the set has an output
transformer, the transformer of the meter
By S. J. Parker
is not used when connecting to the speaker
Replacement volume controls having
posts but the rectifier unit is hooked directly to the radio speaker terminals. If short shafts may be used in repairing
the radio has no output transformer the receivers requiring controls with especially
speaker posts arc connected to the transformer of the output meter in the same
manner as when the adaptor is used.
^.-Setscrew sPomel
The output transformer was purchased
from a mail-order house for 30 cents, the
<P'Dew shaft
Kuprox unit was obtained from a disT ]
\
carded trickle charger and the cabinet
i ! <-originally housed a Radiola WD-11 ampliO/ot.Y
J.t 1
■-Solder
fier. The panel was cut from scrap so that
shaft
'Bushing
the only expensive instrument was the
milliammeter. A rectifier which has about
outlived its usefulness for ordinary purposes will operate okeh in the meter.
long shafts by equipping the replacement
units with suitable shaft extensions
Remove the inner brass bushing from an
old wooden knob. This will be found to
be about 2 in. long, having a ii-in. bore
Twin Speaker Installation
and a setscrew near one end. Now secure
By IV. T. Gohon
a length of 4-m. shaft having the necessary
length for the extension from an old rheoTwo dynamic speakers may be connected stat or similar part and pass this into the
in a twin arrangement, one reproducing bushing for a short distance on the end
treble notes best and the other bass, by away from the setscrew. Solder it securely
utilizing two output transformers and two in place.
.002 mfd. condensers. Select a large cone
The open end of the bushing, equipped
for the bass and mount it on a large baffle. with the setscrew, may now be passed over
(In consoles the built-in unit is usually the shaft to be extended and the screw
tightened.
■Output tube
Push -put/ output
'' trans formers
Adding Extra Magnetics

'Output Y
tube B*pv/r.
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Voice cot!
Treb/e 6"

By F. W. Scaton
Quite often the serviceman is asked
"can another speaker be added to my
radio?" When you explain to the customer
that it can be, but that it is necessary to
change some of the wiring the deal usually
falls through. Most people hesitate to

By Jack Bonelli
Dynamic speakers designed to operate
on 110 volts a.c., employing a step-down
transformer and dry disk rectifier may be
energized from a 6-volt storage battery
when used in an automobile.
Clip, the supply leads from the field coil
to the rectifier and bring the field leads
out to external terminals. These go to
the battery. The disks may be used for
emergency charging.
The field coils of speakers of this type
arc usually wound for 1 volts d.c. at U
amperes and operate well on 6 volts. By
using a double-throw switch the speaker
can be switched off the battery to the
rectifier for a.c. operation when 110 volts
is available.

Curing Critical Volume
Controls
Many supers that use 51's and 35's in
their i.f. stages employ a 10,000 ohm
volume control to simultaneously vary

How Do YOU Do It?
RADIO RETAILING pays regular space rates jor acceptable letters
from experienced servicemen describing original repairing methods
or equipment.
Items appearing on this page are
good examples of the type of material desired. Schematic diagrams
and drazvings need not be artistic,
merely clear.
Mail SHORTCUTS to IV. MacDonald, Technical Editor, RADIO
RETAILING, 3J0 West 42nd
Street, Neva York City.
Radio Retailing, December, 1932

PILOT LIGHTS
STROMBHRG 29. On-off switch and
tone control unit is electrically and
mechanically identical to the phonograph and pickup switch and volume
control unit. When on-off switch contacts arc discovered to be burned out,
and the set is not equipped with a
pickup, interchange the two units, making sure that the "jumper" across the
pickup input is in place. This saves
$1.95 until the customer wants to use a
pickup.

Willing To Be judged By Its Tools
The Hndio Inspection Service Co., Hartford, Conn., another one of our regular
readers, sends in this photo of its shop. An enviable array of apparatus.

PIIILCO TO, 90. If airport beacons
operating on- 260 kc. cause interference,
readjust the if. compensating condensers
and the oscillator conipcnsaling condcuscr
to cither 250 or 270 kc.
RCA M30. Lack of complete manual
volume control is usually an indication
of trouble in the a.v.c. circuit.

cathode bias and also to shunt the antenna
circuit. A characteristic of such.sets is
a rather critical point between minimum
and maximum volumes. Tin's is often so
critical that the user cannot control the
volume of dx signals.
Observe the position of the volume control arm at the critical point and with an
ohmmeter measure the resistance from
catiiode to ground. Wire a fixed resistance
having approximately twice the observed

/OO. 000ohm. control

—^A/WvW—jp*
Shunt resistor"
£00 -2,000 ohm

with the point of a sharp knife to prevent them from turning and then into
their open ends solder the ends of conveniently long pieces of flexible lamp cord.
Thread the lamp cord through the fibre
tube.
A short piece of coil spring cemented
intd the opposite end of the handle prevents the cord from breaking. Lacquer
one of the prods red and the other black,
screw in the tip desired. Extra tips can
be made in any length and being of good
steel will withstand all sorts of abuse.

Testing Pentodes With
the 245A

By George K. Beard
value from the cathode of tube to ground.
The control will then work smoothly over
To test pentodes with the Readrite 245A
its entire range.
analyzer, place 5-prong plug in set pentode
socket and tube in analyzer 5-prong socket.
Read filament voltage on 0-10 a.c. scale,
plate mils, on the 0-100 ma. scale.
Now, to read plate voltage connect a
Bike-Spoke Test Prods
"jumper" from the "B jack" to the "plus
jack" and another from the "300 jack" to
By J. A. Mayr
the "plus ma. jack," reading on the 0-300
scale.
In making test prods for the bench I d.c.Tovoltmeter
read
control-grid
place a
have used motorcycle spokes and nipples. jumper from the "60 jack" volts
to
"plus
jack"
They are very neat in appearance and
another from "B jack" to "grid jack."
have the added advantage of making it and
jumpers can be made of short lengths
possible to use any number of interchange- The
of flexible, insulated wire equipped witli
able tip lengths.
lake two spokes. Cut them to any de- phone tips.
sired length and grind the points to whatever shape is preferred—blunt, pin-point
or screwdriver. Then take two pieces of
Warning: Don't remove tubes from sets
hollow red fibre tubing, 7 inches long is
about right, for the handles. Remove the using mercury-vapor rectifiers while the
nipples from the spokes and solder thera power is on!
Nipple Copper s/eeve ,Lamp cord Fiber tube
■. v7yr/r/"///ni'/.w/rrnoyrzhzm.
£5
into short lengths of copper or brass tubing of a diameter that will drive fit into
the fibre tubing. Score these short lengths
Radio Retailing. December, 1932
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RCA RSI, R35, R39, RES?. 90 per cent
of the trouble- experienced with these receivers may be traced to the 70,000 ohm
red and green- resistor in the plate circuit
of the first audw stage, the 1% meg. red
and while resistor in the detector control
grid circuit and the lh meg. blue and green,
resistor located under the resistance board.
CROSLEY. Certain Mcrshon condenser models hum and may be repaired
by drilling a :t inch hole in the bakelite
lop of the electrolytic unit, being careful
not to damage the "innards," filling with
distilled water to a point about j inch from
the lop and closing up the hole again
with scaling wax. Discharge the condenser before drilling.
AK. Volume controls which become
noisy need not ahcoys be replaced. Remove
them from the chassis, swab the winding
with a cloth saturated with alcohol, bend
the slider arm so that it makes firmer
contact with the 'winding and also tighten
it against the tension spring.
FAD A. Some of the older models use
special knobs equipped with tension springs
which fit in a notch cut into the shaft.
To hold these in place while replacing
knobs first put a little soft pitch or candle
tallow in the notch.
COLON I Al* 32. Lass of volume accompanied by poor tone is usually due to
an open first audio bias resistor. These
arc of the flexible type and breaks generally occur near either end. Unwind a
few turns of resistance 'Are to cut on I
the break and Fcsoldcr.
SPARTON 410. Type 45 power tubes
may be substituted for the 183's by rewiring the output stage filaments in series,
including a half-ohm resistor in the circuit.
33
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MERCHANDISE

RCA Victor "Intravario"
Sets
A new line of "intravario" short ami
standard wave radios for export can now
be obtained from lite UCA Victor Co., Inc.,
Camctcn, N, J. Tiiere are three ten-tube
superhotorodyne models—one a regular
midget, one a 2-volt battery-operated midget, and the other a radio phonograpli
combination with two-speed turntable.
A 12-tube model is also a comhimUion
with improved home recording two-speed
turntable, B amplification.
Two 14-tube models are available, one
a straight radio and the' other an automatic record changing combination with
home recording. These sets have a single
dial control for short and standard wavelengths; plus a five position switch which
permits swift and easy wave-band selection.
•—Radio Retailiny, December, 11)32.
A-K Antenna Kit
Apparatus for eliminating man-made
electrical disturbances, consisting of two
special transformer units and three tube
shields is being made by the Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
One transformer is mounted at and connected to the antenna, and the other connects to the antenna and ground binding
posts of the set. Tube shields are placed
over the Il.F., First Detector, and First
I.F. tubes.
This unit is known as Model E-2 and
lists for ST..'ft complete, except for a length
of waterproof, two-conductor shielded
lead-in.—Radio RetaiUny, December, 1932.

Solder
Rosin core, and acid core solders in what
is known as the "Xeatpak" can are being
manufactured by the Federated Metals
Corp., 75 Folsom St., San Francisco, Calif.
The Xeatpak has a hole in the top, covered
with cellophane which is broken and as
much solder as required pulled out.
They are packed in one and five pound
cans "as well as in small sizes. — Radio
Rcl'iiliny, December, 1932.
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General Electric Line
Mode! J-S7 of the Oeneral Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn., is an S-tube superheterodyne in a full size six-legged cabinet of Eighteenth Century English design.
It has pentode push-pull output stage and
uses the new type tubes. The tuning
range has been expanded to 540 kilocycles.
?7Si.50 with tubes and lax.
Model J-S3 is an adaptation of an Eighteenth Century English mantel clock design, and is OQuippecl with a carrying
handle. The circuit is essentially the same
as the J-S7. $59.50.
Model J-72 is the lowest priced set in the
line. Its small size and light weight make
it easily portable. It is a 7-tube midget
model listing at $17.50.
Model A-t!0 is an all-electric auto radio
using the new type tubes. It has improved
a.v.c. and the electro dynamic speaker is
Majestic "Pirate Chest"
equipped with special tone equalizers. The
price Including dynamotor, tubes and tax
but less installation is $()'.).5(1, for "Li"
Origsby-Grunow of Chicago has anbattery operatkm $4!).!),'».—Radio Retniliny. nounced a "Pirate Chest" model receiver,
December, 1932.
a four.-tuhe, t.r.f, receiver using the now
type tubes including the G-57 and 58 AS,
It is constructed of white oak. sand-blasted
for antique, weathered effect and trimmings are dull-gold in finish.
A dynamic speaker is incorporated in
the top, the set measuring 10-3 in. long,
8 wide and 9 [J. high. Priced at $18.43
complete with tubes and including tax,
slightly higher on West Coast.—Radio
Rctailiny, December, 1932.
Lynch "No-Stat" Antenna
A noise-reducing antenna kit is being
marketed by the Uynch Manufacturing Co.
of 1775 Broadway, New York City. It
comprises two impedance-matchitig transformers—one to be attached where the
lead-in joins the aerial and adequately
weatherproofed, the other to be mounted
within or near the receiver—and 50 ft.
of shielded transmission cable.
The matching-transformers are equipped
with taps so that either a high or a lowimpedance line may be used to suit conditions. Designed primarily for operation at
broadcast frequencies the Xo-Stat system
may be used in conjunction with "Polycoupler" units where the operation of more
United Motors Auto Radio
than one receiver from a .single antenna
is desired. Price, $5 for the kit. Units
United Motors Service, Inc., 8044 West obtainable singly.—Radio Rctailiny, DeGrand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich., is making cember, 1932.
a six-tube superheterodyne auto radio using the new 85 duplex diode triode and
8!) triple grid pentodes. The set has a.v.c.,
tone selector, quiet tuning, and may be
bad either with B-batteries or vibratorytype B-eli initiator.
The installed price with B batteries if catis aerial-equipped,
$3.50 extra for
installing aerial. With B-climinator, $78
with aerial-equipped car; and $81.30 if
aerial must lie installed. Complete but not
installed, less 15 power supply or battorios,
$4 9.50.
The set is also available with tv dynamotor type eliminator, same price.
Installed price means installed by any
United Motors Service Station.—Radio Rctailiny, December, 1932,

Cordless Electric Iron
To avoid the nuisance of a dragging
cord, the automatic cordless electric iron
of the Lifetime Electric Company, 1741)
West Austin Ave., Chicago, uses a contacting device on the stand to which the
cord is attached, enabling the user to
draw current when' needed as the iron is
at rest. A thermostat cuts off automatically at scorching heat. A "chromolax"
element is contained in the sole of the
iron proper.—Radio Rctailiny, December,
1932.

Ohmite "Red Devil" Resistors
Fifteen new high resistance values have
been added to the. forty-two values which
now comprise the "Red Devil" resistor hue
of the Ohmite Mfg. Co, (>3C North Albany
Ave., Chicago. The new units are also of
the wire-wound type and with the new
values make it possible to obtain these
resistors in values from 1 to 100,000 ohms.
■—Radio Retailhiy, TVcember, 1932.
(Xew Werrhnndifie Continued on page 36)
Radio Retading, December, 1932
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Auto Radio B Eliminator
Completely automatic in operation the
vibrator-type B-eliminator of the Electronic Eaboratories, Trie., 3 22 West New
York St., Indianapolis, Indiana, has an
"Automatic Load Delay" circuit giving
full protection to the mercury-vapor rectifier tube as well as the interrupter, insuring long life. The steel container is cadmium plated and small in size, measuring
7e" long, 6" deep and 2Sj" high.
Shipped "knocked down" for $13.25. An
experienced serviceman can assemble in
an hour. The unit completelv assembled
at (he factory is priced at $17.70.—Radio
Rctdilhiy, December, 11132.
Autocrat Line
The Autocrat Radio Co. of 3855 N. Hamilton Ave., Chicago, 111., has announced a
line of midget receivers and an auto-radio
model. Model 24-B(J (illustrated) uses two
24's, a 4 7 and an 80, lists at $18.75 complete, Model 24-OT uses the same chassis
but has a more decorative cabinet, complete for $19.75. Model 25-KS has three
24's, a 47 and an 80, lists at $21.50 complete. Model 80 uses three 37's, a 47 and
an 80, comes in a 25-KS cabinet at $23.50
complete. Model 57 uses a 58, 57, 47 and SO
and comes in a 24-OT cabinet at $20.50.
A $34.90 t.r.f. an to-radio has two 39's,
30, 37 and two 38's, tuning from 175 to
550 meters (police calls if desired). Comes
Music Box, Jr.
complete with tubes, illuminated dial, lockswitch, remote control and 30 inches of
One
of
the
smallest receivers known is
licxible shaft, but less B-batterics.—Radio the "Music Box,
Jr.," model til, made by
Rclaithiff, December, 1932.
the American Radio and Tcievision Co.,
41)17 South Western Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif.
The dimensions are 7x7x7 in, and the
cabinet is a x-cplica of a Spanish jewel
chest. It has a solid walnut top and walnut veneer sides. This set has four tubes,
one each of the 57, 58, 47 and S2 types.
The speaker is in the bottom and the wave
range is 175 to 550 meters. The net
price to the trade is $0.75, suggested list
price $14.95.
Model 02, same as above except with
wave changing switch tuning 60 to 175
meters and 175 to 550 meters, has a trade
net price of $10.75, tax paid, a suggested
list of $17.50.—Radio RetaiHna, December,
1922.

All-Electric
"Motor Majestic"
The all-electric motor radio of CrigsbyGrvmow Conipaoy, 5S01 Dickens Ave., Chicago, is a six-tube superheterodyne with
full automatic volume control. Jt has a
newjy developed "squelcher" circuit elimjnating Interference between stations. The
receiver uses the following tubes: Two
3S's, three 39's and one 85, the latter providing the a.v.c. action. The source of
"B" current is a dynamotor. The chassis
and "B" eliminator are contained in heavy
metal erases, mounted out of sight and
operated from a chromium plated remote
control unit clamped to the steering column.
The speaker is a 7-inch electro-dynamic.
A simple inexpensive auto-radio test set
has been designed by Majestic. It is
plugged into the receiver and will test
each component individually, as well as
test each tube.—Ifadio Ketailino. December. 11)32.

Electrolytic Condensers
The addition of a complete line of dry
electrolytic condensers rated at 500 volts
rt.c, peak in the inverted, upright and cardboard containers, are announced by A. M.
Fleehtheim & Co., Inc., 186 Liberty St., New
York City.—Radio RclaiUna, December,
11)32.
Colonial 6-Legged Console
The Colonial Radio Corporation of 4 44
Madison Ave., New York (distribution exclusively by "Graybar") announces a new
6-legged console of burnt walnut plus imported zebra wood. The model, a superhet, is equipped with 6 tubes, including
super-control types, and has tone control.
It is known as number 399 and retails
for $39.90 complete with tubes.—Radio
Retailiny, December, 1932.

Fishwick "Picture" Antenna
A multiple coil wire antenna enclosed in
the back of a framed picture, 10x12 in.,
can be obtained from the Fishwick Radio
Go., 22C East Slh Kt., Cincinnati, Ohio.
There are six regular designs including
copies of old Master paintings. A live foot
connecting wire attaches to the antenna
post of the set, no ground being necessary.
$1.1 0.
Fishwick is also making an under-rug
antenna measuring 18 in. x -1 ft. and selling
at 95c.-—Radio KclaiUnij, December, 11)32.
36
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Powerizer "Pillow" Speaker
The Powerizer Pillow Speaker of the
Radio Receptor Co., Inc., 106 Seventh Ave.,
New York, N. Y., is a light-weight air
cushion made of rubber cloth, attractively
covered in a striped material. A receivor
or speaker unit buttons into a pocket on
the under side in such a manner that when
the pillow is inflated, nothing hard can
touch the user. It can be easily sterilized
or washed and does not require any special
pillow case.
This speaker can also bo used when one
wishes to listen to the radio in a roomful
of people where quiet is wanted. It can
be rested on the back of a chair so that
the user can hear the program and still
not disturb the others. The price complete with speaker unit, radio plug and
bulb inflator is $8.75.—Radio Rclailiny,
December, 1932.

Emerson AC-DC Midget
A universal a.c.-d.c. midget <25 to 60
cycles) which weighs only fi lbs. has just
been introduced by the Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., 641 Sixth Ave., New
York City. Retailing at $25 list complete
with Cunningham tubes, the model uses
a type 36, 37, 38 and 39—four tubes in allIt is 10 in. wide, by 6J high, by 4J deep,
and has an attached 20-ft. antenna. The
cabinet is of burl walnut veneer with
marquetry inlay. A carrying case is available for $2.50 extra. Radio Retailiny,
December, 1932.
Walden Worcester Electric
Refrigerators
Stevens Walden, Inc., Worcester, Mass.,
makers of the well-known "Walden
Worcester" wrenches and "Stevens"
speed-up tools, are now in the electric
refrigeration business and announce a line
of four domestic models.
Model 4 4 is 23J in. wide by 53 in. high.
Gross food capacity 4.4 cu.ft.; shelf area
6J sq.ft.; two trays making 56 cubes. It
lias a cold tray for crisping salads, etc.
Model 54 is two in. wider and five hi.
higher; food capacity is 5.4 cu.ft. and shelf
area 9 sq.ft.; same number of ice cubes.
Model 65 is the same height hut 28 inwide; 6.4 cu.ft. gross food capacity: 11.7
sq.ft. shelf area. Cube capacity same.
-Model 80 is 32 in. wide by 58 in. high
and has a gross food capacity of 8 cu.ft.
and a shelf area of 13.6 sq.ft. It has an
additional ice tray and makes 84 cubes.
Refrigerant is methyl chloride and each
box has a type F "Ranco" Thermostat.
Stevens Walden also makes a • wafercooler in both the bottle and direct connecter type as well as a line of large commercial refrigerators, especially adapted
for hotels, etc.
It is understood that this company is
also working on air-condilinning and may
have something in this iicld at a later date.
—Radio Retailiny. December, 1932.
(A'cic Merchandise continued on payc 38)
Radio Retailing, December, 1932
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U. S. Radio's Greater Values;
ten models in a price range from
.i.

$17.95 ro $150-00
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GLORITONE

tJModel 24

/J GENUINE superheterodyne .. . using new
"Triple-Grid" tubes . . . with latest engineering features . . . dynamic speaker . . . Gothic
style cabinet with center-matched, half-round walnut
panel and fluted pilaster effect . . . precision built to
quality standards . . . Model "24" is the smashing new
value with which U. S. Radio has amazed the industry.
With splendid tone and ample volume, actually out-performing
many a larger set, U. S. Model "24" has leaped to leadership in the
field of "package" radio. Built to be worthy of the trade mark of U. S.
Radio's line of greater values — a model for every purse and purpose — from
$17.95 to $150.00. Write or wire now for complete information.
United States Radio and Television Corporation . Clarion, bid.

U. S. HERMETIC
REFRIGERATOR
With exdusixo Rofo-PuJse Sealed
Unit covered by three-year goarantco.Throo . ■
five ■ I mP ^
models In a
pric«range
95
starting at Mm
Jm mmmm
■1. o. h factory
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Roots Auto Radio
Three auto radios are being manufactured by the Roots Auto Radio Mfg. Corp.,
2800 South Parkway, Chicago, 111.
Model 79 (8 tubes—three H's. two 37's,
and either two 38's, or two 4I's) has a
built-in B eliminator (vibrator type) using
1 Bli half wave gaseous rectifier. The intended retail price, including tubes, accessories and built-in eliminator, is $79.50.
Model 69 is a battery d.e. set using the
same tubes. $69.50.
Model 4 9, with three 24's, two 37's, and
two 88's, is $49.50.
All sets have remote steering column
tuning control.'—-Radio Rctniliua, December, 1932.

Jackson Bell Sets
Such features as a built-in drawer for
log card and a handy compartment for
cigarettes make the 1933 sets of the Jackson Bell Co., Ltd., 6500 McKinley Ave., Los
Angeles, Calif., especially attractive.
Jl-odel 25AV, shown, stands no higher
than a telephone. It is a o-tube superheterhdync. A log card pulls out from
beneath the dial. $31.95.
Model 2S-AV-SH is an S-tube all-wave
snperhet midget, covering 20 to 550 meters.
$57.95.
Model 26, 6-tube super midget, is $39.95
as a short and long wave set. Long wave
only, $37.95.
Model 27AV 7-t.ube superhet midget is
$46.95. In a console cabinet, $62.50.
Model 212 {12-tube superheterodyne) is
a 6-leggecl highboy with meter tuning, twin
speakers and "quiet between stations" control. $98.50.
Pandora mode), 5-tube superheterodyne,
is unique in design. It is of the chest
style and contains a log card and compartment for cigarettes. $34.95. This set plays
with the cover closed as the speaker is
in one endAutomobile radio, model 205 AV is a
five tube superheterodyne with a.v.c. Price,
less batteries, $39.95,
All sets are priced with tubes and tax
included. All have automatic volume control and use the new series tubes.—-Ratlio
Retailiny, December, 1932.

Balkeit Receivers
Pour midget type sets and a console
make up the 1933 line of the Balkeit Radio
Co., North Chicago, III.
Balkeit Jr. Model 42E, illustrated, is a
four tube set using a 57, 58, 4 7 and SO.
$24,50. In a Gothic cabinet, $27.50.
Model 53 superhet utilizes two aTs, a 58,
a 47, and an 80. $34.50.
Model 52, also a 5 tube set (two 58's, a
55, a 47 and an 80), with built-in antenna
is $29.50.
Console Model 742 has the following tube
line-up: three SS'a, three 56's, a 55, two
45's and an 82. It has a.v.c. $99.75, Twin
speakers optional at slight additional price.
Balkeit also supplies the chassis, only,
chassis and single speaker or chassis and
twin speakers.-—Radio Jieluiliny, December. 1932.
28

B.M.S. Midget-Mike
A midget-microphonc suitable for connection to a radio through a wafer-type
adaptor slipping under a tube is offered
to the "ho me-broadcast" enthusiast by
Brooklyn Metal Stamping Co., 716 Atlantic
Ave., Brooklyn, X, Y. The mike is small,
neatly encased in metal and is equipped
with a built-in switch which permits the
radio to work as usual until the user desires to cut in on the program. Price, $1
list.—Radio Retailing, December, 1932.

Emerson B-Power Unit
For radios in automobiles, police cars,
airplanes, motorboats, etc., the Emerson
Electric Mfg. Co., 2018 Washington Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo., has brought out a new
power unit with low voltage tap. It is a
compact, self-contained unit designed to
supply B voltages for 1S0-90 volt or 13567..J volt sets.
It measures 7g by 43 by 62 inches and
consists of a dynamotor, rubber mounted,
and filter mounted on a steel base plate
and assembled info a compact unit. Weight
125 lb. All leads are metal shielded to
eliminate noise pick-up. The price complete, ready to install, is $21.95.—Radio
Retailing, December, 1932.
Magnavox P. A. Speaker
Available in two popular types, the public
address speakers of the "Magnavox Co., Fort
Wayne, liul., list at $36 for model 517
(14 in. dynamic, 110-volt, d.c., for public
address systems and de luxe consoles), and
at $60, leas rectifier tube, for model 321
(14 in. dynamic,, 110 volt, a.c., for p.a.
systems). — Radio Retailing, December,
1932.

RCA Victor Pillowette
Although designated "Pillowette" the new
model AF-C220 of RCA" Victor Co., Inc.,
Camden, X. J„ is not in the form of the
previous Pillow Speaker. It is so designed
as to be placed in any convenient position
near the listener's head, giving ample
volume for individual use without disturbing any adjacent persons even though
they may be only a few feet away. Unit
is packed ready for use, no air chamber
inflate, no extra wiring, no pillow slips
Scott Custom Made Consoles to
to bother with. It is covered with a light
green
(fast color) rubber covering.-—Radio
E. H. Scott Radio Labs,, 4450 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, are making an allwave Retailing. December, 1932.
deluxe receiver with a range of from 15
to 550 meters. It is a superheterodyne
with 12 tubes and has a single dial tuning
on all wave bands. Technical details include pre-seleclor stage, three stages of
i.f. amplification with 4 tuned circuits, each
stage completely shielded and isolated from
the other and employing a new system of
i.f. amplification, three stages of audio
amplification, a combination of resistance
and impedance coupling, the last, stage
being push-pull. Twin matched speakers
are included. This set may be hud in a
variety of custom made consoles including
one with a drawer which can be equipped
with either the regular single record phonograph or an automatic ten record changer.
—Radio Retailing, December, 3 932.
Remler Condenser Mike
The Public Address Division of Remler
Co., Ltd.. San Francisco, Calif., is now
ready with a new line of condenser microphones. Models include hand, desk and
floor types, in addition to a suspension
Solar Inverter
model.-—Radio Retailing, December, 1932,
To operate an a.c. receiver on d.c., the
Solar Mfg. Corp., 599 Broadway, New York
City, has placed on the market the "Inverter." It can be used on 110, 220, or 32
volt. d.c. lines, giving 110 volts a.c.
Photo-Electric
The inverter is 11 in. long by 65 in. wide
by 7 in. high. Shipping weight, 20 lb.
The price range is from $22.50 to §26.—
Cells
Radio Retailing, December, 1932.
Continental Elecfrie Co.,
St. Charles, TIL, is making the Cetron photo-electric cell available in
types to operate in any
sound head. Longer life
and more uniform operalion are made possible by
patented processes developed by this company.
—Radio Retailing, December, 1932.
Radio Ret ailing, December, 1932
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* Here is the sales opportunity you have been looking
for! This phenomenally successful 32 Volt All-Electric
Superheterodyne is setting sales records that are unusually
prolilable to both distributors and dealers.
GET THE FACTS —we will gladly send you complete details of our
money-making proposition. Write or wire today.
MULTI-TUBE

DUO-DIODE DETECTION
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AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
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Testimony for the Plaintiff
new outlets; which course practically results in the jobbers'
salesmen selling at wholesale to the outlet who, by no possible stretch of the imagination, is a radio dealer,
Wedemeyer Radto Co.
Ann Arbor, Michigan
per George Wedemeyer

Canadian Radio Magazine Concurs
With "Radio Retailing"
Radio and Electrical Sales joins with Radio Retailing in
its appeal for sanity in manufacturing and merchandising
radio.
Radio and Electrical Sales
Toronto, Canada'
You Have Left Nothing Unsaid
You have left nothing unsaid that would directly affect the
dealer. It must be recalled though that you have been
preaching this doctrine for some years, or since the advent

Phonograph News

(Conibmcd f> ■am page 20)

of the midget, and yet take a look at today's prices! Who
will educate the dear public away from these "bargains"?
Too much cannot be said against the flood of new tubes
that have appeared this season—and have made obsolete
thousands of dollars of testing equipment in the hands of
the bard pressed dealer.
Ardmori: Radio & Repair Co.
Ardmore, Okla.
per P. E. Stay ton
Have Started a Creditable Job
Copy of your address before the RMA is at hand and
I hasten to congratulate you, If all the members of the
Radio Manufacturers Association could be induced to subscribe to such a declaration of principles there is no doubt
in my mind that the radio business would soon regain most
of its lost prestige.
You have started a very creditable job and [ wish you
quick and complete success,
D'Eljla Electric Co., Inc.
Charles A. D'Elia, President
Bridgeport, Conn.

From Shanirhai

(Continued frirjn page 29)
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charming child characters come to life in the records, talking and singing and telling stories as they do in A. A.
Milne's delightful hooks,
Audak's Duo-Disc Fits Any Turntable
The Audak Company recently perfected a two speed
turntable designed to lit any electric phonograph motor
revolving at 78 r.p.m. Our observation of tests, made the
other day prompts us to recommend this attachment wholeheartedly. It is easy to install. An accordion sleeve fits
over the top of any motor spindle, a small cylinder box is
placed on top of this and held stationary by a pin and slide
screwed fast to the motor board, the turntable is dropped
over the spindle and everything is set. You simply turn a
screw on lop the turntable's own spindle and you get cither
78 r.p.m, or 33^ r.p.m., as desired. No reduction gears are
used and the device is practically fool proof and delivers a
critically constant 33J r.p.m. speed if, of course, the motor
revolves at 78 r.p.m.
Brunswick
There were some of us who thought that Crosby, after
being a favorite for over two years, hadjpassed his-best bestselling days. And were we surprised to learn that his Please
(No. 6394) topped all previous marks for any Bing Crosby
disc. It is still moving quickly. Records hot off the presses,
not in the regular December lists arc: Guy Lombardo's, We
Better Get Together and I'm Sure of Everything But You
(No. 6426) and No More Love (by brother Carmen)
coupled with Just Because You're You (No. 6417), all foxtrots in that salable manner. . . . Cab Galloway's Harlem
Holiday, the hi-de-ho master at his best (No. 6424). . . .
Willow Weep For Me and More Beautiful Than Ever by
Ted Fio Rito and His Orchestra, a newcomer to Brunswick's lists who looks good (No. 6422). . . . The Three
Keys doing Basin Street Blues and Wah-Dee-Dah (No.
6423). . . . Bing Crosby's latest, I'll Follow You (No, 6427)
and the Boswell Sisters' Down Among the Sheltering Pines
(No. 6418). The dealer who doesn't stock these records is
on his way to a slow suicide. They'll be asked for.

Gives His Last Dollar
for "Radio Retailing"
To Editor,
"Radio Retailing"
I find "Radio Retailing" so essential to my
business that yon have herewith my last American
dollar to pay for it. Please begin with the
August issue-—as a special favor. I hope you mail
it at once.

40

Robert Stewart, General Manager
AMERICAN RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.
265 Avenue Haig
Shanghai, CHINA
Radio Retailing, December, 1932
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Everywhere — wherever
radio men or radio
users cast their eyes —
OHIOHM Resistor advertising is to be foundEven police chiefs are
reached with the story
of OHIOHM Suppressor Sets for automobile
radios.
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flWT'Ai0 Resistor Iff

QUALITy
TALKS

Consider every
point of resistor
value and you'll find
OHIOHMS check
perfectly. Accuracy
.. . Permanency . ..
Absence of noise
. . . Mechanical
strength . . . Straight
wire leads . . . Color
coded and printed
values . . . Every
worthwhile point!
Ask us to send you
the complete story
— how we help jobbers, dealers, service
men — the right
package to fit each
need — the free
helps.

OHIOHM
RESISTORS
THE OHIO CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio
Ohiohm Resistors are made in Canada by
C. C. Meredith & Co., Ltd., 67 Bay Street, Toronto
SOMETHING NEW!
CLEANAIRE ^ra1OR
Absorbs and destroys food
odors. Stops tainted foods. DEODORIZER
A 50c. item. Add it to

401 A.C. TUBES
are

PROFITABLE.'

for DEALERS and JOBBERS. Right in your own
locality there are users of 401 A, C, tubes. They are
good customers. Their purchases of 401 tubes give
you a real profit. Very often you can make more
money by selling a set of Kellogg tubes for replacements than you can by selling a new radio! Be on the
job to serve these good customers. Stock and display
Kellogg tubes for the owners of the following sets;
KELLOOG Sets—510, 511, 512, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519.
521), 521. MCMILLAN SETS—26, SfiPT, MOHAWK Sets.
SPAKTON Sets—62, 62, A-C 7. DAY FAN Sets—5143, 5141,
5145. 5148, 5158. MARTI Sets—TA2. TAIO, DC2, DC'lfl,
OS2, CS10, 1928 Table, 1928 Console. CLEARTONE Sets—
119. And the first A.C. moacls of the following; Rell, Walbert.
Wurlltzcr, Pathe, Sharnroek, Rush & Lane, Minerva. Crusader,
Liberty. Metro, Supervox and Case.
Write Dept. 62 now for mime ami uihlrens ol your nearest jahher.

KELLOGG
SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY
1066 WEST ADAMS STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

TRANSFORMERS
For several years past the General Transformer Corporation has
been, and still is, supplying the leading- radio manufacturers with
their transformer requirements. It is, therefore, in a particularly
advantageous position lo furnish to the radio service engineer, at
competitive prices, the same line quality products as supplied to the
makers of radio receivers.
Months of intensive study and research into every phase of the
problems confronting the serviceman in the replacement of defective
power supply units, has resulted in the formation of a program for
meeting his replacement transformer requirements by building tip an
unusually comprehensive line of exact duplicates, a general line
comprising various types and styles of mountings, and a universal
line.
UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENT
POWER
[
TRANSFORMERS
1 if\/s\
^
ff
Suitable for Practically Kvery
^
Power Supply Requirement.
• *
t I
A small stock of our line of
::: JT
p , «V-ss-■ ''6"k9
Universal Replacement Power
j,
^5
.,
Transformers
will enable you
to
<I | «
S
1 8
quickly, economically and
I
ii 'h " Cn 7
4 - satisfactorily repair praetiHi I;*:/
^ cally
a newany receiver requiring
I!
iilAsj.
9
t
Power
supply
unit.
H (y
These.are
provided
with black
1
japanned
'brackets
having
a
1
11 ! a| I
wide
flexibilityofformounting
various
combinations
A pholes. Laminations are rustB *1
b a* proofed with varnish coating.
C
Each terminal lug is numbered,
and every transformer is provided with
1
schematic diagram indicating the corresponding leads. Installation is thereby simplified,
and possibility of error eliminated.
SENT FREE

This new catalog of
General replacement
transformers describes
and illustrates in detail
over 300 ICxact DupHcato transformers, Univ e r s a ! replacement
power transformers, input and output transformers, chokes, Microphone. transformers
and the Kew Class
"13" amplifier transformers.
We believe that this is
the industry's most
complete line, of replacement transform-

TO.

^

G4 .
GENERAL
TRANSFORMER
CORPORATION
1906 No. Kilhoiirn Ave., Chicago, 111., U.S.A.
Cable Address "Gentran"
OKNKKAL TKANSFOKAIKIl CORPORATION
1»0« N. Kilbouni Ave., Chicago, Illinois
Please send to me free your new illustrated eight page catalog with
diagrams and prices

CITY....

STATE.
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Tester
uadutl

NET TO
DEALERS
List $25S^

No. 406
NOW you can test tubes over the counter or out of
the set quicker and more accurately than ever before.
Why pay more than $15.00 (the net price to dealers)?
Send the coupon today for additional facts. See for
yourself the reasons why dealers prefer this tester.
Besides being lower in price, it accepts or rejects tubes
as effectively as testers costing many times its low price.
A Remarkable Instrument
At a Remarkable Price
No, 406 Readrite Tester is simple to use—'every tube is
tested in the same manner—mistakes are eliminated by
several exclusive Readrite features.
This tester is so simply designed that anyone can operate
it. A push button provides two plate current readings
for determining the conductance and worth of a tube.
A new and exclusive Readrite feature applies the same
test to rectifier as with all other types of rubes. A
separate push button provides for testing both plates and
rectifier tubes. Sockets for the new six- and seven-prong
tubes are provided.
If your jobber cannot, supply you, wo will ship the No. 406
Tcslei' directly to yon—when remittance acrotnpamcs your
order at dealer's net price of $15.00,
Headrlto Motor Works
39 College Ave., R luff ton, Ohio
MAIL.

COUPOTV

NOW

RKADKITK MKTKU WORKS
30 College Ave.. BTuffton, Ohio
Gentlemen:
Please send me information about Re ad rite No. -501) Counlci- Tube
Tester, Also catalog of other servicing in si nun en Is.
Name
Street Address
City
State,

Radio Retailing, December, 1922

• MANUFACTURERS
• ENGINEERS
• EXPERIMENTERS
• AMATEURS
• SERVICEMEN

all

discover

sooner or later
that there is no
substitute for

Centraiab

B Leading manufacturers equip
their radios with Centraiab
products, (Volume Controls,
Fixed Resistors and Motor
Radio suppressors).
Amateurs get DX performance with Centraiab . . . and
Servicemen solve their Replacement problems with Centraiab.
CentraTah Volume Controls P. A. and Sound projection
Maintain their leadership throueh n n (v n f e r- c crwiiv C F X'nor- engineers hpeeii> vn.iN
constant and successful pcrloniiance.
TRALAB.
Centraiab Fixed Resistors
Baptised with fire in the making
and will withstand a greater load
than any other composition resistor of equal size.

Centraiab Motor Radio
Noise Suppressors
E0% to fiOOgc more efficient in
reducing spark noises.
.. ' 4

*

\

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES
MILWAUKEE

Good business judgment results In
TdDAy
more net profit. Sometimes we miss
lV-/L//\/
an opportunity but make up for it
p] IVPPC
when another one comes along. It
pays in good cold cash tod ay to be
alert and not overlook a real chance
when it presents itself. All we ask is that you investigate
the Freshman Belmont line. Send the coupon and get complete details also facts on our attractive sales proposition
for every radio dealer. We believe you are going to be
interested and that your business experience is going to
point out to you the advantage in terms of profit, of featuring this line of receivers.
A complete line—I tube table model to the 10 tube Tie Luxe console.
BELMONT RADIO CORPORATION
520 N, Michigan Avc.
Chicago, III.
CORE1GN radio buy'ers should communicate with our export
department — address
Belmont Radio Corp.,
520 N, Michiqan Ave..
Cable Address: Belrad

.M <>()«'t . i.v
Is'ow 7-Tube—Super Power
IJuplt'x Siiperhefcroiiyno —
Automatic Volume Conlrol—
New Duplex Diode Triode
Tubes.
Inrariioi'stes every new ami proven
feature of radio—ftiil vision spot
iijiiit timing dial—automatic volume control—wizard dual tone
control, a super power matched
dynainic
speaker. Kxtremely
sensitive—unusually
selective—trernenduus distance in. reception.
Tube
Kiuiipment
1—35
Duplex
Iliodo1—57
Triode,Triplo
1—•
36
Super
Triode,
Crid Amplifier, 2—-SS Triplo
Crid
1—17 Super
Power Control
AmplifierAmplilters,
Pentode
and i rxiiso Full Wave Uciiiilor,

I O-Tubc liopci inl I)no-Stipersotiic Supertu'terodyiH*.
Xatioii-VVidc Keception
i'utl, Hesonant, Clear Tones!
full Vision Vernier Spot Light
Dial . . New 6-Le!? Cabinet.
Two Dual Dynamic Speakers . .
Automatic Volume Control.
Static and Noise Suppressor . .
New Mercury Rectifier Tube.
Tube Triode
Equipment
i—ne Super
Tubes, 2—59
7-prong
Power
2—5S
Triple. Grid Super Tubes.
Control Am
pi I tiers, 1—57 Triple Grid Amplifier,
! — SI! Mercury Vapor Circuit.
Kectifier.
.Model 1 000—10-Tube Duo-SuperSonlc Superhelcruilync.

ISE1..MOXT RADIO COKT.
iSlJO
Michigan Ave., ("Iiicago, 111.
Please send literature on the new 1033 line, also tell me
about your sales proposition.

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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A

Question » »
for Manutacrurers:

PACKARD
RECORD CHANGER
By

Homer Cape hart
MOST SIMPLE LOWEST PRICED - MODERNIZES OBSOLETE MACHINES
PACKARD MFG. CORP., Fort Wayne, Ind
H. E, Cabehart. Pres.
iimiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiHiiiiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiitmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMmiiiiiniiiiiniiimiiiiiiiH

HOW LOXG IS AX
Advertising
Campaign?

^fh's as easy to answer this question
Only

Reliable

as it is to say how long you want to
he in business—how long you want

Products

Can

Be

to stay in business and make money
—how long you want to maintain

Continuously

Advertised

.imniiiimMiimmiiimiiiiinmmiiiiiiHKnmmniiiinmtHiimiimiMiiiimiifimimiiiiiiiinHiimmHiiMiiiiiimimiimiiimmMiiin

leadership over your competitors.
m the purpose of business is to stay
in business and make money then
the advertising that is designed to
accomplish

this

should

stay

in

business, too.
iP is more than mere coincidence
that many of the manufacturers

Rtpface«en« '

whose advertisements appeared in
the first issue of Radio Retailing ever
ia totally' different
Replacement
Resistor

published arc still in business and
still advertising.

Guide

tvith these important new features
1. Complete data for over
'Cr
935 d. of
Complete
discussion
resistortechnical
uses in modern
remodern
receivers.i,
-3. „Resistance
. radio
ceiver
design,
design.
Get
value
and
wattage
r.,.
wattage
py
today!
Enclose
Get
y0UP
00
ijctpri for
tnr each
eneh unit.
unit
Enclose
listed
fifty
cents
with today!
the coupon
coupon
befifty your
centscopy
with
the
be3. New simplified system of list- low,
low. or ask your jobber for it.
revenis Free with the Continental Reings saves limo and prevents
errors.
placement Resistor Kit,
Kit.
End Resistor Troubles This Easy Way
Why take chances oftioslng profits and customer's goodwill by Installing replacement resistors of unknown brand? .When buying resistors, look for the green
Continental "Certified" label.

Radio

Retailins

A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION
Member of the ABP and ABC

\t wijiittiivitfi tm* piLUPtrrj
13902 I.orain Arc., Cleveland. Ohio
Canadian Factory—Toronto, Out,
Enclosed please find fifty rents, for which I am to bo sent, postage prepaid,
one copy of the New Continental Replacement Resistor tiuldo.
City

State
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E

Ballas^^Re-

1

JOBBERS- -DEALERS

I B^^^EPLACE burht-out^
||r OCFECTJVE BALLASTS
=

Replacement MarMaking Plan, Also
Volume Control
Replacement Data

OR ABROAD

NETTE

h
=
|
i

CLAROSTAT Mfg. Co., Inc.
|
2S7 North 6th.Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
1
fiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiuiiimiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiniii^
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jfor
JANETTE
Rotary Converters
Dealer profits from D.C. districts!
The JANETTE Converter changes
D.C. to A.C. and makes possible the
use of A.C, receivers on D.C. circuits. A complete range of sizes
assures a converter for every radio
requirement. The electrical and mechanical quality of these units have
made the JANETTE line worldfamous and the standard of the entire radio industry. Low prices
make selling easy. For 6, 12, 32,
115 and 230 volts D.C.

'
vo\c5\C^

r<s^

.V

/

<0

s&

^

JANETTE
Electric Plants
JANETTE offers a complete line of D.C. and
A.C, gasoline enginedriven generators with a
fine range of sizes from
250 to 2,250 watts output. Furnish current for
the lighting of homes, yachts, farms, summer
resorts, etc., and are especially adaptable for
the operation of amplifiers on "sound trucks."

'•"■■■■■■■■MiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiitmniiiiiiiDiiiuniuiiiiiiuiimiiiiiiimuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuuiiinuiiuuuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimif?
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ii Message

to

Manufacturers:
I

HOME

Standing Still Is a
Rapid way of

"~T|
■

Going Backward
These Days

The outstanding "B" eliminator
for auto-radios, manufactured
with the traditional JANETTE
quality. It is, of course, the
^
dynamotor type of eliminator,
well filtered, and equipped with
a dynamically balanced amature, steel frame with laminated
steel pole pieces, and ball bearings. Runs off the storage battery—low current consumption^ also low price. For 5 or
12 volts. Delivers 180 or iSS-voIt "B" current with intermediate voltage taps.

|
E
|
f
1
1
f
|

H
|
|
|
|
|
j
I

It takes only a mild scare for some manufacturers
to stop their advertising. "Oh, well", they say, "we
have been advertising right along so we can coast
along for a while on the momentum that our
advertising has given us". Slash! goes their adverrising campaign. Crash! goes the morale of their
sales force. Down! go volume and profits.

I
|
|
|
I

Fallacious, disastrous reasoning! For momentum
is the gradual process of coming to a dead stop. The
manufacturer who relies on the momentum of past
advertising surely must some day get steam up all
over again. And-' that takes time and money.

|
|
1
|

|
I

RADIO RETAILING
—A McGraw-IAill Publication

|
|

JANETTE
Auto-B-Power

SEND COUPON OR CABLE
ihinelte Miinut'iiHiii'iag Co.
r>."i;5 West Monroe Sfrect
Chicago, 111., 1'. S. A.
J'lcase send fuit infurnuil ion 0:1 your:
D Tlotary Converters
O Electric I'lanls
D .Aiito-I'-I'uners

niniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiDiiiiMiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiNiniiiniiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiitiiHiiiml

www.americanradiohistory.com

Cable: ".lANETTECO
CIUCACO"
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EMPLOYMENT and BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES—SURPLUS STOCKS—DISCONTINUED MODELS
DNDISPLAYED—RATE PER WORD;
DISPLAYED—RATE PER INCH:
Positions Wanted. 5 cents a word, minimum Box NumbersINFORMATION;
hi care of oar New York. 1 incli
$7.50
$1.00 an insertion, payable in advance.
Chicago and San Francisco offices count 2 to 3 inches
7.25 an inch
10 words additional in undisplayed ads. 4 to 7 inches.
7.00 an inch
(See IF on Box Numbers.)
Replies
forwarded
without
extra
charge,
Rates
for
larger
spaces,
or
yearly rates.
Positions Vacant and all other classifica- Discount of 10% if one payment is made
on reguest.tions, 10 cents a word, minimum charge
in
advance
for
four
consecutive
inserAn
advertising
inch
is
measured
vertically
$2.00.
tions of undisplayeti ads (not including
on one column. 3 columns—30 inches—
Proposals, 40 cents a line an inserloa.
to a page.
Radio Retailing
proposals).
POSITION WANTED
YOUNG man. seven years' experience, capable
of taking full charge of Radio Oil Burner Depart menl. Hustler. Good reference. Eugene
Hendrick, New Boston Ed.. Dracut, Mass.
REPRESENTATIVES WANTED
FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES, jobbers or distributors wanted. Exclusive valuable franchise for the fastest selling line of midget radios.
Only those in the industry several years need
apply. London Radio Corp., 130 W. 17th St..
N. Y. C.
REPAIRING
GUARANTEED microphone repairs —• any make.
or model — 24-hour service. Stretched
diaphragm double button repairs $7.50- Others
$3,00. Single button repairs $1.50. Write for
1033 catalog with diagrams. Universal Microphone Co.. Ltd., Inglowood, Calif.
MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS WANTED
CONDENSERS
A few sales territories open to established
sales organizations actively contacting
wholesalers or distributors. High quality
product with good sales and income pussibilitics.
MORRILL AND MORR1LL
30 Church St.. New York
■'"miiiiimiiiiiuriiMiiiimiiiiNiitiiuimiiimMiimmiiuiuiMuiimiiiJitimiiiaiiti'
ii
MICROPHONE
REPAID S
Any make carbon or condeniser. 2-1-hour service.
Ail repairs guaranteed for six months. Stretched
diaphrattm $6.75, others $1.50 per button. Condenser Microphones $9,00. WK1TK FOR NEW
1952 CATALOGUE.
MAYO INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
281 E. 137th St., New York City

SPECIAL NOTICE:
To the Radio Industry
Advertising in connection with legitimate
offers of surplus stocks and disconfiuncd
nioilds of radio merchandise is acceptable
in this section of "Radio Retailing."
Extreme care will bo exercised by the publishers to prevent the use of advertising an
the Searchlight Section to encourage price
cutting on current models of merchandise
or equipment. Nor will advertising which
invites violation of the dealer's contract
with the manufacturer be acceptable.
All merchandise offered in the Searchlight
Secliou must he accurately and fully doscritHid and must be available on order.

HUGE SAVINGS IN USED
PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT
Send for bargain lists. Motion Picture
and Sound Systems.
SALES ON SOUND CORP,
Dept. RR, 1000 Broadway. New York
SERVICEMEN-DEALERS
"Senil Sue. for our Handbook and Catalog"*
Complete Stock of NEW
Radio Replacement Parts
Hard to Get Parts—We hare them. Send us
your repair work far estimate.
GRANT RADIO LABORATORIES
653j-H South Italstead St.. f'iiiraso, ill.

^
IF YOU SELL RAD'O SETS—
v*
YOU
NEED
PARTS,
you inknow
from experience
how
> A. V 7^_^r
WSv,.,
..K
..,1,1
V,,II hnvf
wasted
at.tetnnf.iue
1(1
much (i.v-,,,
time
andRADIO
money you
have,and
attempting
to bl!
buyV special
* J ALLIED
parts from
different
sources. Avoid
delay
and save money
by making
RADIO
CORPORATION
ymtr
headquarters
for
service
parts
yz
and accessories.
ALLIED
has and
radio's
greatest
stock ofSend
STANDARD
rer placement
parts, test
equipment
radio
accessories.
for the big
free 1933 ALLIED catalog today, and learn how you can increase your
profits. Write in on your business letterhead or enclose your card.
SAVE TIME AND MONEY
All ALLIED merchandise is guara n I pod to he fully rated and tested,
insuring yon against "otf" brands,
soonds. and distefss mcrhandlse.
Tour orders will be filled within
twenty-four
recp.ivpd, for hours
radio's after
fastestbeing
sorvipp.
Slake ALLIED your ponstant. sure
source of radio supply, We are
pioneers in the radio industry.

Al MedfRadio

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS
Do radio servicing for your oust(iinccs and build up good-will and
ponfldenre, as well as new (irofits.
Send for the big ALLIED Wholesale Catalng today. It is absolutely
free to you. Mr. Dealer, Make it
your service guide and build your
radio business up cnovmousty.

13tK ANNIVERSARY
tE-m
~i
cTtaTo" m
■

RADIO
CATALOG
124 pages eontaiuing the
most complete listing of
radio items for the dealer
and ^ scrviepiuan at real

/Send for your copy noiv!
AMERICAN SALES COMPANY
Wholesale Radio Distributors
UR-44 West 18th Street, New York City
iiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimmiHMnniuiiiiHiiMiimMHumimiiiJimmiiummiiMKUiiii
We are in the Market
to BUY Large Stocks
of Radios and Tubes!
Give Complete Details
by Mail or Wire.
All information will be Irented confidentially!
Middlewest Distributor's Co.
No. 601 Washington Blvd., Chicago, 111.

niMminiiii»m«fii»nniiiuiiiJiiiuiiiiliiiiiizrimnmimiiuimi»nii"iiuJir»iiuiiuiiiitiiii>n<niinmiimiimHii«iimnnimiinimiiMiNiiuiii»iiiumiiuuinmi
START YOUR CAREER TODAY
IN THE WORLD'S FASTEST GROWING INDUSTRY—
The world's biggest building project. RADIO
Radio Construction I
ct^!
CITY, going up when a depression holds back
every
a sign
the careers
future
RADIOother
holdsbusiness,
for thoseis who
start oftheir
Library [New Edition] J| NOW,
while the
Industry
isfailures
still young.
RoirtenilnT.
the
world's
are
the
men
Including Television Receivers
j \ who put off until tomorrow the things they should
This practical Library includes: PRAfTtCAL
do
today.
Send
in
the
coupon
TODAY,—you'll
RADIO—The fundamental principles of radio,
never regret it.
presented in an understandable manner. Illustrated '
with working diagrams. RADIO COK8TKUCTlOX AND REPAIR—Methods of locating .
trouble
reception
faults
and making
Work- a
manlike and
repairs.
RADIO
RECEIVING
Tl'BES—
■
PrlnciplPB
operation temote
of alt vacuum
tubes and iiiKlerlying
their use inthereception,
control ■
■
and precision measureuients.
EXAMINE
McGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc.
No Money
sE 330 West 12d St., New York.
KS ■
Down
';EE ;• TKlN
SendLIBRARY,
me the three
new RADIO
CONSTBUCvolumes, for
ID days'
i ■ free examination. If satisfactory, I will send
| : $1.5ft in ten days and $2.00 a month until
I ; $7.50 has been paid. If not wanted I will
• return the books.
' Name
2 Home Address..-,.
; City and Slate
2 Position
J Name of Company
FS-R.R- 12-02
iixiiumiMmiiuimmniiMiiiiMiiimmiiimiMiiiini iinii((iiii(iii»i""'""<i>,""""i"«""'i""i"""i""<"""i
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TAKE

OFF

Hlf i

i|
-

THE

%

'll

BLINDFOLD

|i.
^

...

See for
yourself
.... how

40,000

radio

dealers and service men
have

had

their

eyes

opened to bigger profits
By removing the Blindfold of precedent
•—by getting facts about their source of
supply — these dealers are building
profitable business. They are enjoying
fast turnover on more than 3,000 radio
items stocked by Federated and offered
at consistently low prices.

HH
JH
MSpP
KjaP^
ili

TheyVe seen the light. They have tied
In... Ml.
up with Federated's aggressive purchasing power, critical engineering and exhaustive
testing. They know by experience that they are
assured quality merchandise, 100% guaranteed by
a reputable, growing organization founded on

lOB-page catalog. Ask direct or from any address
below for a copy of Radioes most comprehensive
Buying Guide. See Federated for yourself.

Federated's
And they have come to recognize the advantages
EXPORT SERVICE
which our proximity to shipping lines means to
them in speedy deliveries and that
P
Federated Purchaser maintains an exthese facilities effect substantial ^ •
port department at 25 Park Place, New
savings in shipping charges.
■
f%lO
York City. The facilities offered have
won wide recognition in the export
Years of delivering this kind of de- ■
trade. The efficient handling of spependable service has built our busicial orders, by an experienced staff—
ness to tremendous proportions in
a capable information bureau—a qualspite of generally dull business conified linguist—a staff of radio engiditions. Today 40,000 appreciative V , lt,i|[ F11
neers-—an expert packing and shipping
customers rely on us to supply their \
booh '
group—are among tlie services renneeds—promptly, efficiently, econom- \ Vr<li®p^n.
dered by Federaled's Export Departically.
I able
(if"45 oU
,
|>
si)
u
11
*
•
ment to several hundred active export
to >ss.
yyour^
r bos
Any
questions
regarding the details ■I io
T1<
accounts throughout the Globe. If you
of Federated service or the merchan- fti "fos
1 0 B T'
I'f;*
are developing export business, call on
dise offered are answered in our ^ f ^ nn 'ite s
\ 3,000 ^"■ Federated to help you.

federated Purchaser Inc.
25 PARK PLACE
NEW YORK, N. Y.
The holldtetng D/slribvtiny Units Maintained for Your Convenience:
MT.
VEB.VON,
X. Y.
' 373NEWARK,
J,
9i-iS MerrickI-Road
51 East
3rd Street
Central N.
Avenue
PHILADELPHIA
ATLANTA, GA.
2»09 Broad Street
631 Sprimf Street. N.W.

Fill in and mail this coupon back to
our main office at once for a Free
copy of Radio Bargain News.
Address

^
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SHORT

WAVE

CONVERTER
Ideal for tuning in all wavelengths between 40 and 200
meters. Hook up the I C A Super Converter to any
broadcast receiver and bring in police calls, amateurs,
airplane, coast guard signals and all the rest of the
most fascinating things in Radio—Short Waves!
Converts a T R F receiver into a Superhet'! Operates
with any A.C. receiver.
This unit far surpasses other types that only utilize the
receiver's audio tubes. The 1 C A Super Short Wave
Converter makes use of the entire receiving circuit!
Employs one 27 tube which draws power from the
receiver through adapters furnished with each Converter.
Enclosed in a handsome metal casing with brown crackle
finish, decorative brass dial, tuning knob and vernier.

Tip I

THE new Acracon semi-dry
A electrolytic
electrolvlie nnils
units aro
are TintLetter for condenser replacement
work. Specifications and performance
prove it. And
there's a type for every requirement.

i |k 0i
I SUPER

M en

H+8 MFDSOO PEAK
CC Or A

Acracon's new aluminum case
"mike" type tubular paper
condenser is another hit with
service men everywhere.
Take the tip. Try Acracon
for your next job.
|

DC-8 Type

Write Today For Catalog!

| CONDENSER COR P. o/AMERICA
|I
259 Cornelison Ave., Jersey City, N. J,
Factory Representatives In;
1 Chicago Cincinnati St. Louis San Francisco Los Angetes Toronto
i
|
And Other Principal Cities

|
|
=
1
i
1

| Insuline Corp. of America
1 23-25 Park Place
New York, U. S. A.
1 Cable Address:
INSULATING NEW YORK
niiimiiiiiiinHimiimHmimiiMinmiimiiiiilimiimiiiiimiMiiimmiimmmiiiiimnmmiimiimimmiinMiiiiminiinummiimn ftitHiinmiMimdinimimimimimiimmiiHiiHNHiHiiiiHtiiiirimiimmiimiiiiimnmiiiniMmHiiiiiiiiiiiHniiJimiHmimiimmr:
CONTENTS for DECEMRER9 1932
Copyright, J932, by JlcCraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.
Page
The RCA Consent Decree
An Editorial
9
Hand in Hand
by I V. MacDonald 10
Tioo Half Loaves Better Than None
12
A Message to Exporters of Radio
13
Radio Abroad and in the U.S.A.. .
by Arthur P. Hirose 14
The Dancing Skeleton.... a windozv trim suggestion 17
Testimony for the Plaintiff
18
Jn Place of a Show
21
"Come-Ons"
a pictorial spread 22.
Contest!
24
Ncivs of the Montli.
26
Interpreting the RCA Suit Settlement
by Ray V. Suthffc
The Latest Records
by Richard Gilbert
An AVC Accessory
by Joseph E. Soos
Service Short Cuts
New Merchandise
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^RO-StEY
T/ie front*'!/ Fiver
L4»wl»oy
The Crowlry Kivor Ixiwltny in n bonuiiful
console rmlio ■■icor|Mirnii>iK the "WiiH"
Fl\K-tul>e SiipvrhotrrtMlynn chnss'w nml
f.j.li r.5 ns the Cmnley FIN KK. The
rrhilii>iilei>
I in nnre
hue afrnelively
pieee •.! furniture.
iinil
lini-heilTop
in
n
.Aihnn hrown. Front panel ilerornle<l
*iih walnut veneer
anil a hurl rnwpl
inch.
I'il-i.ler»r
nl-oof walnut
veneer
turned anil CompIclcwilhTubos
_
..*.
lliii.si.arc]iinieii-ioii'
paid
™
Tire frost*'!/ Septet
A iletinctive tnlilo iiioih'l hou>init the new <'ro«ley "even-lube Superheteroilyne cha--i« rinployinc Auloinalic Volume Control, Heautifu I
lurureil •tump walnut v.-iu-rr i-. u-nl on the front |>anel. There i" a
hurl
maple overlnv
on theinareh
pilaster-.TheThe
lop employ"
and •ideathe
of
the cabinet
arc ImUhed
Adamnmlbrown.
ehaiais
new Healer Typo Tul«e".
In addillon to Aulomatip
VolumeConlrol.lhe
C rooley
8eplei
al "o incorporalea
other
aueh a*outalnndine
Continuousfeature.*
(Sleple»">
ToneTnnimc
Control. Static
Threeand
Ctanar
Conden-er.
IVntiMle
Output
Manual Audio l^>ve| Control. Illuminated
Shallow
Dial wirh Hairline
Vernier
Drive and a Crosley full
floatinp movilue roil dynninie "praker.
Dimension": l.'.'j" hich.
VAlt" wide.
deep.

all
for

Breaks

Records..

VALUE

in

these

Not what C.roslcy wants, lint what the
people want! !\ol what Crosley thinks,
init what the people NH1£D . , . Here, in
a niilshi-ll yon have the Crosley policy—
consistently followed for years—
that explains the ama/ing progress
of Crosley and Crosley dealers.
TTie radios slimvn liorc are a rosoilndinx
•■iniiliasis nf I hi* |Mili«-y. They rritrcscnl values for which the imhlic
has heon wailing, values lhal far
exooed nnylhiiiK •In* radio market
has over offered. They represent cxlraordinary Itoanly. daring
crealivitncss. high tpialily. uuIH-Iievuhle iterforimmee a I a price
no true herelofore oven dartHl lo
dream uIhhiI.
Crosley dealers, wilh (lime sets, are
a long lap ahead of Ihe held. They
cash in on Ihe one radio line, lhal is
a direct answer lo pnhlic demand.

siniaxiii^

new sets:

5

_ Tli*' f rostra
.r-Ci

CompIdcwflhTubcs- Tax Paid

Symphony
( ndonhledly Ihis is Ihe greatest
radiovalneeverprCMlncetl. ThistutlTire frost*'!/
sl.nuliiig value is tine (o ils tinnsn■j
ally line cahinel work and ellieienl
Seplel Lowhoy
l*J-lnhc SnperheleriHlyne chassis.
The
front
panel
is
of
renter
matched
wnlThe cahinel is of a i>o|Milar design
mil wiieer and is d.-.loruted with an areh
commonly nssocialed only wilh reaple. Tin• top and sides are
ceivers in a mneh higher price range.
litiUh.
din Ad .nihr..'wn.
incorpomtea
11 has a slump walnnl veneer front
ihesameCro-ley-.v.
ui-tulre11 SuiK'rheteroil>
lie
cha-.i.
eniploypanel decorated wilh an areh of < 'aliim Automalic Volifornia
walnnl veneer. There is a
ume Control, ax the
thvoralive inlay on Imlh sides of
Crodey Septet.
I he front panel just as you see on
n
ion
:
-lO"
very expensive ns-ei vent. _ The arch
hi-h. zr. w ide. Compleic with Tubes
13 Jj" deep.
Tax Paid
ahove lhes|»eaker grille is of hurl
maple. The side panels and lop are
of walnut veneer.
T/re frost*'!/
The 1 2-IiiIh- SniK-rhelerody ne chassis usctl
in Ihis cahinel has full Class "It" Amplili•|4>\V4>I 4'ase
50
using lite new Mercury \aiM>rT iiIm^,
Hen. is "oniethiiiK new. fre«hnnil capli- ralion
Slalic (lonlrol wilh Manual Adinslment.
valimtly
iM-.iiiliful.
A
solid
oak
rhe»i
dissirale*! with reiiliras of rich earvlnss— Meier Tuning. Antomalie Vohinie (lonn tailhluI reproduction id an obi Italian lrol. Douhle Tn tied linage Suppressor I'rc-■'V
ca-sone.
have
bere seleclor. Four («ang Tuning (amtjenscr. *89
/. •
raiiRbl theCm-ley
spirit of rmflsmen
fine ohl-world
treasure
Manual Audio l^evcl Control. Continuous
che-t*. So well designed that it reflects (Slepless)
Tone Control. Illnminaled
the Rood I-i-te of its owner in any environ- I (airline Shadow
Dial w ilh Vernier Drive
ment. When not in n-e it re-cmble- a
Complete wilh Tubes Tax Paid
cheat
for
valuable
|
>
n|
M
<rn
or
a
jewel
and
Dual
Dynuiuic
Speakers.
ease.
I.id
is
misoil
Tultes
utilized
■nclmle
tlic New Heater Type
to turn radio on and
.M *7 "aw Tulies mid urea* f ullow-:
Four
type
three
left oimui a lew inches * C/B • *
type-5b. I wo ty |>o -12. t wotyi».-lft. nml one type
to reflect the sound
Jt
-S2. Dimcn-ion-HI >3" hiKh, 2ti" wide. 14"deep.
Villn.'ii' i.I,'" ""!" liiet., Complete with Tubes
T/»e frost*'!/ Fiver
Hlj" wld..P"d«-p.
Tax Paid
In the Cro-ley Fiver, you obtain n genuine FIVE-tuho
'I'll*> frost*'!/ Book Case iubr,ry univ .11
Superheterodyne chassis that i* non-reirrnernlive.neulniliscd.nml completely balanced at thefaclory . Tulxes used
This
mnrvelou*
represent*
set
include the new Heater Type Tube* .and are a* follow*
of book
- beariiutreceiver
tbc-e title-:
Mu-ic.a I(eI'M neat ion.llmtior.
New-, I'olilie",
Sport.
One type -ftS lul»e a* o^cillniinR ino>]u!ator. one type -r»X
& liition.
Knlerlaimueiit,
So real in
nptube a* intermediate frmueucy amplifier, one type -57
petintnee that many person* idnncinvt
tube n* .second detector, one type --12 output tube, one
casually
nt
it.
will
try
10
remove
one
.f
type
-SO rectifier lube. These five IiiIk.* virtually elimithe art volumes for rlo-er atmly. Itook
nate iwcenerntivo whi-lies and *uuenl- ii-unlly found in
hack*
covered
with
hue
leatlierette
of
anituuo.-Icolorimr.
Hack*
and
nide*
are
radio*
wilh I. - limn live tube*. Seo-liivlty im rreater
"1
Nnd em»H-lli-he«l in old eld. vIwcause it i* inbuilt nt the factory.
nre the title*
mid the nalne. Hook backs
Other
fewinr.-- nre an illuminnted
are mounted on two
dial and a dynamic *peaker. The sio !»«
m M
^
cabinet I* lK<auiifully fini-hetl in
op-n |»which
riHilliiiRawiiiK
the
F
■T
• ••
M door*
radio
l-e of rated • P
Adam brown and the front i- decoComplcio
n*table11 to
conventional
rated with a cenuine walnut veneer withTubes
mo«lel
D«-ComplcicwiihTubcs
overlay. Dim. n ion*: I I" hhth. Tax Paid
liien-i«ui-:
1 It11-"t
bnrb,
II wide. 8" deep.
13' 3"widc.S , "deep. Tax Paid
Montana, W voining, Culurado, New Merico and ier.il, prices siiijldly hiylwr.
THE 1 ISOSEEY ICAIMO COHPOUATIOA
Powcl Croslov. Jr.. I'rosidcnl
CINCINNATI
Home of "t/ic Notion s Station
■■■
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RCA RADIOTRON COMPANY, INC. — HARRISON, N. J.
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SURSIOIARY

RCA

RADIOTRONS
THE HEART OF YOUR RADIO

